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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I. I FUSION AS AN ENERGY SOURCE
The problem of energy sources at the world level in the long term
is far fron being solved. Therrnonuclear fusion is one of the very few
sources which night solve this problem or give a substantial contribu-
tion to its solution.' The seriousness of the energy problem for Europe
does not need to be stressed here. The potential benefits that Europe
night draw from fusion energy are particularly important on account of
its trigtr level of energy consumption per unit area and of its latitude
and clinate.
The development of fusion power reactors is a long, couplex and expensive
venture and its success, in the light of the present state of knowledge,
is not guaranteed. But in view of the importance of the final goal,
the costs and the risks are not disproportionate. The yearly cost of
the present fusion prograrme is comparable to that of I dayrs present
oil consumption in the Corrnnunity.
Based on such considerations, in 1958, the European co unity started a
prograrnme on itControll-ed Thermonuclear Fusion and Plasma Physics" whose
ain is to establish the possibiLity of producing, at coupetitive cost,
useful energy from the reactions between light nuclei. This prograrme
is designed to lead in due course to the joint construetion of prototype
reactors with a view to their industrialisation and mrrketing. There must
be continuous assessment of the potential of fusion po\der and the resources
required to achieve it, in order to provide a basis for planning decisions
in the more general frame of energy research and development.
Considering the progress made in recent years one can reasonably elrpect
that scientific feasibility should be denonstrated within the next decade.
The continuation and a moderate extension of the present effort should be
sufficient to reach this first goal. The next steps should be the
demonstration first of technicaL feasibility and then of economic power
production. Planning studies carried out independently by various groups
of experts in the world indicate that a demonstration reactor couLd be
built at the turn of the century. But in order to do this, it is essential
to start naking progress now on the problems of technical feasibility and
this requires an increased effort in fusion technology.
2.
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T.2 COMMUNITY NATURE OF THE PROGRAMME
The progra'rnne is, by decision of the Council, a long term collaborative
project embracing all work carried out within the Member States on
fusion and plasma physics, and is partly financed by the Cormrunity.
In the past, the Comunity was able to overcome the difficulties in
setting up a conmon European prograrme in the field of physics. Now,
the progress made irnplies the launching of a substantial prograrmne of
fusion technology for which European integration, although difficult,
is even more necessary than for the physics part of rhe programne.
The original decision of the Council to proceed on a European basis to
the R. and D. leading to fusion reactors was the result of far-reaching
negotiations; specific national interests in the fieLd of fusion should
still be considered in this context. The Conrmunity aspect of the whole
Progranme must be accentuated to ensure an efficient and economical
development leading to the reactor. Such a trend is well- illustrated
by the recent creation of the Joint Undertaking JET, which will be the
focal point of the European prograrme in the coming years. The ability
of Europe to design an advanced project of the irnportance of JET in
only a few years has been the consequence of the patient effort of
integration previously realised with the Associations.
I.3 MOTIVATION FOR THE INITIATIVE OF THE COMMISSION
Since its creation, Euratom has contributed funds and manpower to promote
activities in the laboratories of the mernber States and their integration
in a comnon prograrme within the Associations.
The principal motivations for such an initiative of the Coumission are :
- the scale of hurnan and financial resources required, which suggests
not carrying such a development on a national basis;
the existence of a collective need, cottmon to alL member States;
- the long time scale of the effort (extending towards the end of
the century) necessary to arrive at the reactor;
- the opening of a wide eoumunity market for the European reactor,
when success is achieved.
4.
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I.4 MOTIVATION OF THE PRESENT PROGRAMME PROPOSAL
The principle of the "sl-iding progratrme" (adoption of a new five-year
progranme after three years of implementation of the preceding one)
r^tas proposed by the Corunission in 1975 in order to ensure the conti-
nuity of ttre prograrmre and to re-orient it if necessary, taking into
accoun! the evolution of the scientific and technical situation.
The Council of Ministers on 25 l"larch 1976 decided that "The Cormrission
will submit to the Council in 1978 a review proposal designed to
replace the present prograunne with a new five-year prograrmre as from
rt)I January 1979"' .
The Scientific and Technical Conmrittee (STC) in its opinion on the
proposed five-year fusion progranme 1976-80 "regarded as positive the
Comnissiont s intention to provide for a review of the situation at
nid-programne and for a rolling prograrmerr and "agked the Coumission
to pay special attention, when the revision is undertaken, to fusion
by inertial confinement and to technological problems".
The Comrission deems it necessary to propose the present programne
for the folLowing reasons :
a) the progress achieved in Tokamak physics makes it possible to
undertake new specific experiments necessary for further progress;
b) heating methods recently developed and successfully tested can nohl
be applied to confining devices already built or under construction :
a quantitative step in the effort on plasrna heating is necessary;
c) since the decision on the construction of JET has been taken, it
seems wise to start pre-definition work for the next step in order
to be able to undertake its design during the following five-year
prograrme : this implies an adjustment of the short term aims of
the prograrrne and of its contents;
d) the key fusion technology problens for the Tokamak line have been
identified and international collaboration is starting on two of
these problems (large supraconducting coils and effects of neutron
bombardment on materiats) : the setting up of a technoLogy pro-
granrne aiming at the solution of the problems reLevant to the
next step is now possible and desirable.
(l) o.J. No L 9o of 3 Aprit 1976.-
5.
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CHAPTER II
PRESENT SITUATION OF THERMONUCLEAR TUSION RESEARCH
II.I TERMS OF REFERENCE
rr. I .2
Physics
To achieve a positive energy balance by fusion processes, the
plasma temperature (more precisely the ion temperature) must exceed
a typical value of I 0 keV and the quality of the plasna confinement
must also exceed a certain liurit. A figure of merit measuring the
quality of plasna confinement is the product nGof the plasma
density t'n" and the confinement time "?t'. A fusion reactor will
require rltLarger than l0l4 iorr" p"r 
"*3 seconds. The problemin fusion research is then first to reach these minirnum val-ues
(physical feasibility), then to build a machine which faces aLl
the technical problems that will be met in a reactor (technical
feasibility), and finally to arrive at a reactor which produces
energy at a competitive cost (economic feasibility).
In fact, these 3 ste,'ls are not independent : for instance, in planning
experiments aiming 'rt demonstrating physical feasibility, it is
clearly of the utm-rst, interest to consider the possibility of
eventual extrapolations to future reactors.
Magnetic and inertiaL confinements
In reaching the required value of n?, two extreme methods are
conceivable :
One can take a relatively low value for the density and maintain
this for "long" confinement times (of the order of one minute);
this is the route chosen by the magnetic confinement in which
a pLasma of large dimensions (many ur3; i" maintained within a
fided volume (often of toroidal shape) by. Ehe action of magnetic
fi{lds created both by large currents circulating in external
coiJls and, in the case of Tokamaks, in the plasma itseLf;
On{ can use very high plasma densities for short periods (shorter
th4n a nillionth of a second). This is the inertial confinement
o
6.
eontained in a small (less than I cur) hollow sphere is compressed
and heated very rapidly by intense beams of light (lasers),
eleetrons or ions. The fuel subsequently undergoes fusion
reactions during the free exptosion of the "pellet". The
duration is linited only by inertia, hence the name "inertial-
conf inementrt;
Past research has indicated that intermediat,e solutions do not
seem to be very promising.
II.2 SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SITUATION
IT.2.l Magnetic Confinemenr
The situation is illustrated (figure I - A, B, C) through the
evolution during the last few years of some major fundamental
plasma parameters in Tokanaks (a particular type of t,oroidal device).
The figures indicate also the minimr:m values (already mentioned)
necessary to reach the reactor domain. It should be underlined that
impressive progress has been reported recently in the Tokamak line :
l. An log lesperstgre of 60 millions degrees (rather close to what
will be necessary in a reactor), at a density of 2.1013 iorr"
?per cm", has been obtained at Princeton in the PLT device. This
major result shows that the fear of adverse effects due to high
ion tenperatures (see paragraph III.3.l.3) is likely to be
unfounded.
c
2. The favourable scaling law (see paragraph III.3.l.l) of the
gogflngnFng li*"_( ( ( proporrional- ro plasma density and
to the square of the minor plasma radius) has been confirmed
to be valid in a wider range of paramaters, mostly by FT (Frascati) '
working at 600 kamp and 80 kGauss, and pLT (princeton) working
at high temperature.
3. nega-vglgeg (see paragraph rrr.3.l.z) have reached mean values a
of 2 7., in the devices T ll (ussR) and Tosca (culham). Moreover, for
a given toroidal magnetic field, it has been possible to increase .
noticeably the plasma current in severaL devices : Diva (Japan),
Alcator (USn1, TFR (Fonrenay-aux-Roses) and T I I (USSR).
Most of this progress results directly from the use of powerful
auxiliary heating.
o 7.
A sinale extrapolation of the rate of progress gives confidence
for entering the reactor domain shortly after the end of the five-year
progralme, relying on the next generation of machine. This is not to
say that any of these machines will be a reactor itself, they will
give access to new plasma regimes at higher temperatures which e.ould
possibly modify the expected scaling laws. The unknown behaviour of
plasmas containing tritir:m and producing a Large amount of thermo-
nuclear energy will certainly require extensive investigation.
Moreover, associated technologies wil-l have to be fully developed
before demonstrating technical feasibility.
Inertial- Confinenent
Recent results are very promising : synn'etrical- inplosions of pellets
have been obtained, which led to high conpression ratios (about
I 000) of the plasma, and appreciable rates of thernonuclear reactions
q(10- per shot). Considerable progress in laser fusion technology
(see figure I - D) and in electron beam generators is likely to
lead to a rapid improvement in the perforrnance of these systems.
More specifically :
l. Lase: lusion. Two multibeam systems are operating non at a
power level above I O TI^I : Shiva (neodimium) at Livermore and
Helios (C0.1 at Los Alamos. Pellet implosione at full power
z
will be perforned systematicall-y in the near future. Antares,
a 100 TI^I CO2 laser system, is under construction at Los Alamos ;
completion is scheduled for 1982.
2, Electron_beams. Significant progress has been made on beam-
transport techniques, allowing the design of multibeam systems.
EBFA, a 20 beam 30 TI.I device, is scheduled to be operational
at Sandia (uSn; in 1980. A 100 TntI device is under construction
at the Kurchatov Institute (Moscow).
Very important results should then be obtained in the coming years.
"Breakeven" experiments, demonstrating physical feasibility, are
foreseen in the nid eighties.
Tr.2.2
o
oB.
II.3 IIORLD CONTEXT
rr. 3. I
rr.3.2
rr. 3. 3
Budgets
In three years (75-78) the annual American fusion budget has more
than doubled, crossing the 400 million dollars line in 1978 (for
both magnetic and inertial confinement). The Japanese effort has
increased eonsiderably (by a factor of l2 between 1970 and 1976)
now reaching nearly half the European effort. In the USSR, where
absolute figures are difficult to obtain, it appears that the
effort remains comparabl; with that of the USA.
Large Tokarnaks
Given the progress of Tokamaks, an exampLe of magnetic confinement
device, the expansion of this line has been much faster than the
others. Each prograflme includes, in addition to projects of inter-
mediate size, the preparation and the construction of a Large
Tokamak to be ready at the beginning of next decade (JET in Europe,
TFTR in the USA, JT-60 in Japan, T-10 M in USSR). Moreover, it
is predominantly on the Tokamak scheme that technological problems
associated with future reactors are analysed.
Other magnetic approaches
In relative terms, the activities on magnetic mirrors, Stellarators
and high-beta configurations have decreased during the last few
years. Ho\rrever, the Americans have obtained appreciable success
with mirrors and are maintaining a substantial effort in this field
whereas they have ceased major work on Stellarators. Europe has
done the opposite, abandoning the mirrors to concentrate on Ste1l-a-
rators (Wendelstein VII A, at Garching, is the largesE existing
Stellarator) and high-beta configurations, so that the programnes
are complementary for these auxiliary lines.
Inertial confinement
This line of researeh represents a true alternative to Tokamaks.
Although new (large scale activity started only in l97l), it is
rapidly expanding in the USA, the USSR and in Japan (from a
negligible fraction of the whole American effort in 1972, it climbed
to roughLy 30 Z of the USA fusion budget in 1978). In this f.ine,
many problems are sti1l open (e.g. the choice between laser and
rr. 3. 4
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10.
electron or ion beams). Neverthel-ess, crueiaL experiments are
progranmed for the early eighties; for instance SHIVA-NOVA, a lol4
watt laser beam experinent at Livermore should become operationaL
before JET and could lead to break-even conditions.
rr.3.5 International col-laboration
- llorLd-wide, informal exchange of inforrnation has taken ptace
for many years in a very satisfactory way, particularLy in the
field of magnetie confinement. It should be stressed that the
associated Laboratories can participate in this exchange of
information only as 1-ong as the Comnunity fusion progranme
contributes substantially to the world results. The imbaLance
due to the increased US effort during the last few years is
already noticeable. Official cooperation is in progress in
the frame of two organisations : the Incernational Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) and the International Energy Agency (IEA).
- The Corunission is represented in the International- Fusion
Research Council of the IAEA, through which it contributes to the
organisation of the World Conferenees on Plasma Physics and
Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, to the publication of the
review "Nuclear Fusion", and to other specific cooperative
venturesr e.g. an annual conference on large Tokamaks.
- In the frame of the IEA, the Counnission is ttlead organisationrl
in the field of thermonuclear fusion research and acts on
behalf of its partners in the Couurmnity fusion prograrme, for
the conclusion of specific agreements. Three irnpLenenting
agreements prepared by the Fusion Power Coordinating Comittee
of the IEA have been concluded in the last two years : on the
Intense Neutron Source, on the Large Coil Project and on plasma-
wa11 interaction (Textor). Moreover, a periodie exchange of
information on Very Large Experimental Devices (TFTR in the USA,
JET in the Comunity and JT-60 in Japan) completed by a series
of workshops on specific construction problems, has been in
progress for three years.
II.4 SIII.IATION IN EUROPE
Int,roduction
o
C
rr.4. I
- This five-year plan is the fifth to be proposed to the CounciL.
a il.
For the first time, a further plan is produced while the previous
one has onLy been running for less than three years, in agreement
with the decision of the Council of 25 March 1976. Even though
three years may be a short time in research, a number of subjects
have shown significant progress since, the presentation of the
Last plan, as reported below, which justifies "a posteriori"
the usefulness of the "sliding prograrmrerr eoncept.
- The main aim of the last 2 p1-ans has been to develop Tokamak
research in Europe to an internationally competitive level.
This aim has been fuL1y reached : the construction of JET has
effectively started, and a complement,ary set of medium-size
devices has allowed Europe to play a Leading role in Tokamak
worl-d research during the last few years. Other devices are
under construction or in the phase of definition.
- Within the magnetic confinement approach, alternatives to
Tokamaks (Stellarators, high-beta configurationsr...) are being
studied at an appropriate 1evel. Their reLative weight in the
overall effort is decreasing.
Methods for heating the plasma have been developed with great
success. Heating developments absorb a large, and increasing,
fraction of the fusion prograrme.
Inertial confinement represents a small part of the totaL effort.
A relatively small- technological progranme exists, devoted both
to the present type of machine and to the next. generation of
experiments, with the fusion reactor as the final- goa1. This
programne is expanding at the moment due mainly to the increased
interest in the fiel-d of superconductivity.
JET
The preparation of the rfJoint Undertaking JET" has been concluded
in 1977 with the choice of Culham as a site. At the end of the
interim phase (June 1978) the construction phase has started. The
machine is planned to be operational for basic performance in 1983
or even earl-ier (see paragraph III.3.2.l). At Ehe end of the interim
phase of the Project, the JET staff amounts to about 50 and the internal
management structure of the tean has been established. About 150
contracts for specific work for the implementation of the prograrmle
have been placed with the Associations. For work to be perforrned
o
TT.4.2
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by third parties (mostly industry)' about 100 contracts have
been placed which mainly concern tests and nanufacture of
components for the machine. In particular, the vacuum vessel,
the toroidal coils and the power supplies (flywhee1-generator-convertor
systems) have been ordered. Finally, a consultancy contract has
been placed for the JET specific buildings and associated services.
TI.4.3 Other Tokamaks
A Tokanak device can be basically characterized by its dimensions I
and its confining magnetic fields. The plasma it contains should
ideally be dense, hot, clean, confined for a long time ?, and have
a high tr 0 tr ( 0 is the ratio between the plasma pressure and theIt
pressure exerted by the magnetic field, and is a measure of the
efficiency of the device). JET alone is neither sufficient nor
is it designed to tackle all the problems which should be solved
before Tokamaks of the next generation can be launched. The najor
Tokamaks already in fu1l exploitation in the Cormrunity, TFR (Fontenay),
Pulsator (Garching) and Dite (Culham) have contributed very substan-
tially to the general progress. TFR remained the most powerful ?
Tokamak (I = 400 kA) in the world until 1976, when T-10 and PLT
started to operate; recently, temperatures of 2 keV have been obtained.
Pulsator produced an excellent contribution to the study of pLasma
instabilities andr'despite its relatively smal1 size and low rnagnetic
field, produced plasma of high density n and. of large product nI.
Dite has been the first Tokamak to ineorporate a divertor (or magnetic
system to extract ptasma impurities) and is being used for important
experiments on plasma heating by injection of fast neutral PartieLes.
Tosca (Culham) is a small Tokamak studying shaped cross-sections and
adiabatic compression. Erasmus (Brussels) which is a smalL but very
compact device and Petula and l{ega (Grenoble) are devoted nainly to the +
study of plasma heating by RF schemes. FT (Frascati) , a high nagnetic .
field device, is the most ambitious technological undertaking decided
in Europe during the third progranme; it came into operation late a
in 1977 and could be among the first Tokamaks in the world to reach
one mega-ampere current in the plasma. Besides the modification
of TFR recently achieved to allow higher performance' some quite
large new devices are near compLetion : Asdex (Garching) wi1-1- be a
Tokamak with a pol-oidal divertor and powerful heating by neutraL
t 13.
injection, and Textor (Jiilich), which is the object of an international
implementing agreement for cooperation with the Americans' will be
mostly devoted to the important problem of plasma-wal1 interaction.
Heating
- As a Tokamak configutation is essentially defined as the combi-
nation of a toroidal current carried by Lhe plasma and a suPer
imposed toroidal field, Ohmic heating is intrinsically present
in a Tokamak. But it can be demonstrated that, wirh the
possible exception of very high field devices, Ohmic heating
will never lead to fusion temperatures. Moreover, for a given
toroidal field, the influence of ohmic heating deereases when
the size of the machine increases. Therefore, in the larger
devices presently completed or in construcLion, auxiliary
heating is required to achieve high performances. The impor-
tance of powerful auxiliary heating has been fully realized
during the last years : it is thought that, in most future
Tokamaks, auxiliary heating systems could cost as much as the
machine itself
- Two methods are under active development : the injeetion of high
intensity beams of neutral particles, a system which is already
operational at appreciable power levels (one megawatt), and
radio-frequency methods, which, although less advanced seem to
be more promising for future large machines and reactors. The
Cournission has tried successfully to coordinate the R and D
efforts on heating : the laboratories of Culham and Fontenay-
aux-Roses are responsible for the development of neutral
injeetion, whereas Grenoble and Brussels are speciaLizing in
RF. In addition, fundamental studies are carried out on turbulent
heating and electron-beam heating.
Power levels comparable ro that of ohmic heating have been
reached recently with neutral injection heating on TFR (600 KW)
and Dite without disturbing the quality of the confinement.
At the same time, I MW injector units are being developed at
Culham and Fontenay-aux-Roses under JET contract. These
injectors wil-l al-so be available for devices like Textor, Asdex
or TFR-604. Recent success in the development of neutral
injection heating can be considered as one of the best achieve-
ments of the associated l-aboratories.
rT.4.4
t
t4.
Concerning the M-heating schemes, high-level expertise has al-so
been developed. Europe is truly conpetitive in this douain and
possesses some toroidal- devices especiall-y devoted to study the
application of this type of heating. Promising resuLts have been
obtained with Petula and Wega at the Grenoble Laboratory which
has the najor responsibility in this field and collaborates
with E.R.M. (Brussels) where Erasmus is expected to contribute.
II.4.5 SteLLarators
TT.4.6
These are toroidal systems in which the magnetic fieLd is essentiall-y
produced by eoils located outside the plasma ehamber. Although
being conceptually more complicated than Tokamaks, they should be
more flexible and could in prineiple work continuously. Up to now
the present devices, Wendelstein VII-A and Cleo, were operated with
ohmic heating current. Ion temperatures of 300 eV and n. I of lOl2
were reached. With respect to corrparabLe Tokanaks they show no
disruption, a higher density limit and confinement properties
increasing with decreasing ohnic heating current. Technical diffi-
culties have up to nor^r hindered the installation of the large chamber
foreseen for W VII-A. Isar T-1, a I'high-betan Stellarator, has been
terminated after showing the possibility of obtaining equiLibriurn
in such configurations.
High-beta conf igurations
Tokanaks have so far not reached values of p tfrat are required for
an economic reactor. Moreover, theoreticaL predictions on the
maximum p ar" uncertain and still have not been checked experi-
Imentallyi The behaviour of high p plasmas is now being investigatedt-in a number of devices : pulsed high B Tokanaks, such as Spica
(Jutphaas), Belt Pinch (Garching, dislontinued) and Tenq (Jiilich,
discontinued), ttigtr p Stellarators, and reversed fieLd pinches.
Most of the high p f-""tivity in the Corrmunity is concentrated on
the reversed field pinch in a collaborative progratme between
Culham (HBTX) and Padua (Eta-Beta). According to ideal fluid theory,
reversed field pinches can be sLable for 0 
"p to 40 7. t5 valuesf-l
between l0 Z and 40 7, have been observed experimentally although at
Low temperatures. The design of the large RFX experinent at Culham
is now completed in a paraneter range comparabLe with present day
Tokamaks.
o
o
15.o
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II.4.7 Inertial confinement
The general situation in Europe is unsatisfactory. Because of the
possible military interest in certain aspects of inertial confine-
ment, the Coumission has not been able to co-ordinate the whole
fusion activity in this field. Nor is it yet possible to promote
the expansion of work on inertial confinement which seems to be
justified both by recent published resul-ts from other counlries,
and also by the current policies of the USA, USSR and Japan.
- In the fiel-d of l-aser fusion, the Association Euratom- IPP and
at a somewhat Lower leveL the Association EuratorCNEN are
conducting limited experimental investigations, with some
theoretical support from the Euratom-Etat Belge and Euratom-
NSBESD (Sweden) Associations. These efforts are too modest
to be competitive with those outside Europe. A few years ago,
some nerr national prograrmes (Rutherford Laboratory, Ecole
Polytechnique) appeared outside the Euratom fusion Prograrme
and these are developing rapidly. Finally, in laboratories
which are more or less classified it is known that a substantial
effort is being made at LirneiL and that some work is also going
on at Aldermaston.
the field of electron or ion beam fusion, there is practically
activity in Europe.
* In the fieLd of Plasma Focus, which is less sensitive, coordination
is more satisfactory. Euratom-UI(AEA and Euratom-CNEN Associations
are working in cLose contact with several German Universities
(Stuttgart in particular). An independent activity goes on at
Lineil. High densities and thermonuclear teuperatures are
obtained for short times in these devices, resul-ting in a large
number of fusion reactions. The performance of the one-Megajoule
Frascati device is at present liurited to 1012 r"rrtrons per
l?pulse (10'' are expected from scaling Laws) due to plasma-walt
interactions which are at present under investigation.
Diagnostics
In spite of remarkable progress, Tokanak research is stilL in a
situation where the aecumul-ation of experimental observations is the
uain task of the physicists working in this fie1d. Pl-asua diagnostics
In
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are then of vital importance and a 1-arge effort is being made,
in all laboratories, to apply known Lechniques to specific machines
or to deveLop new diagnostic methods. The locaL measurements of
electron density and temperature are now rnade by weLl established
methodsr the determination of ion temperature and "chemicaLtt
composition of the plasma (impurity content) is Less well deveLoped
while the measuremenLs of the plasma-current distribution and of
plasma-wall interactions are in an early stage of deveLopment.
In the field of inertial confinement, even the appl-ication of known
diagnostics to the specific situation requires substantiaL efforts
because of the very high space and time resolution involved
(typically one thousandth of a millimeter, and one billionth of
a second).
II.4.9 Theory and computing
Ihe recent development of theoretical studies was characterised
by a steadily growing interaction rrith the experimental programne
on one hand and by a rapid increase in the numericaL calcuLations
on the other hand. The main theoretical effort has been centred
on the understanding of Tokamak l-iuritations (disruptive phenomena,
anomalous thermal diffusion and dynamics of impurities) and on the
successful application of the theory of electronagnetic wave
propagation to the study of RF-heating. Powerful computer codes
have been formulated for dealing with both plasma behaviour and
Tokamak engineering, and are at present of cormon use in the
different laboratories. The interpretation of experimental resuLts
(data aequisition systems) is another domain in which the use of
computers is expanding rapidly.
II.4. l0 Fusion technology
The technology programre was established in order to assess the
possibility of implementing a strong task-orienteil technology progranme
during the next five year plan.
The present activities in fusion technology are essentially the
fol1-owing :
l) In the area of the lEA-collaboration three implementing agreements
:'"r:::::]t,",r.'o' sources : rhere is a large uncerr,ainry in
o
o
a
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the choice of project proposal, directed towards the
construction of a l4 MeV neutron generator.
- Plasma-wall- interaction : TEXTOR-J[lich (see II.4.3)
- Large Coil Project : LCP - Oak Ridge (USA). The European
contribution consists of the construction of at least, one
NbTi coil, to be tested at the US test facil-ity in a large
toroidaL magnetic configuration.
In July 1977, the CounciL of Ministers(l) .tlo"ated, in the
framework of the Joint Research Centre multiannual activity
(1977-80) a programrc on thermonucl-ear fusion technology with
the following guid"lir,", (2) :
- to pursue and extend the JRC participation in European
eonceptual- design studies on fusion reactors, aLready running
for some years in cooperation with Frascati and Napl-es
(FINTOR-group)
- to contribute to the analysis of problems related to the
safety and environmental aspects of fusion,
- to participate in the study of materials for fusion, in
particuLar radiation danage effects and the evaluation of
the techniques and equipment needed for such investigations.
In al"nost aL1 associated laboratories, system studi.es were
carried out, not only on Tokamaks but also on RFX (Cul-ham),
Internal Ring (Jiilieh, StockhoLm), Belt/Screw Pinch (Petten,
Jutphaas). A Garching based group l-eads in the setting up and
impLementation of a modular computer code for the study of
different fusion concepts.
Pellet injection as a refuell-ing method is studied in Risd and
Garching.
5) In addition to the main effort on conventional superconducting
magnet deveLopment in Karl-sruhe in connection with the Large
(l) o.J. no L 2oo of 8 Jury 1977.
(t\\L' Concerning administration and budget, this work is carried out under the
responsibiLity of the JRC-Ispra. In order to ensure the unity of Couurunity
activity in the field of fusion, this work is co-ordinated by the Director
of the Fusion Prograrnmei the Liaison Group - of which the JRC is a
member - plays the rol-e of Advisory Cormittee on Programte Management for
the research work carried out at the JRC.
2)
I
3)
4)
t
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Coil Projeet, some initial work on advanced superconducting
A-15 material-s is carried out in Frascati, Petten and Saclay,
the latter also involved in the testing of the superfluid-hel-iun
cooled conductors for the TORUS-II-Supra.
6) At Jiilich, experimental work on the thermodynamics of Li-T
systems is carried out.
7) At Jiilich and Harwell, investigations on buLk neutron danage
(sinulation) are proceeding.
Garching and Culham, surface damage by energetic particLes
being investigated.
9) Neutronic studies are carried out at Harwell-, Jiilich and
Karlsruhe.
Implementation
The importanee of research on thermonuclear fusion justifies, more
than ever, a coordinated action by the Conrnunity. !'ltrat has already
been done has been sufficientl-y attractive to induce countries not
belonging to the Comlrnity to appLy for association with the
European fusion prograrme : a first agreement was concLuded with
Sweden in 1976, and one with Switzerland is likel"y to foLlow in
1978. Such agreements lead to contracts of Association.
During the former five-year plan the contract for nobility of
personnel- aLLowed about 40 physicists and engineers to move from
their home laboratory to another associated laboratory for periods
of several months, and a comparabLe number of exchanges has aLready
taken place during the first half of the present plan. A transfer
of material (e.g. diagnostic equipment) is often invoLved on such
occasions. The study of plasrna-wal-l- interactions on TFR (Garching
and Jiilich teams at Fontenay) and the collaborative prograrme on
Wega (Garching team at Grenoble) have been anong the nost significant
activities of recent years. This close cooperation across national
boundaries bears comparison with the best attainabLe even within
member States.
.
8) In
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For the implementation of its fusion progranne, the Co'n'nunity
relies upon :
1) a st,aff of 860 professionals (nid-I978) including the JET team.
The total staff, including technical and administrative support,
amounts to slightl-y over 31000 people. This ensemble is not
merely the sum of sub-groups geographical-ly dispersed, but
represents a weLl integrated cornplex of speciaLists abLe to
work together on a European scaLe, as has been shown during
the design phase of JET.
2) l9 specialized laboratories, with modern equipment. The names
and the corresponding associations are given in table I.
3) management structures created on the initiative of the Coumission,
and through which the work of each laboratory is integrated in
a true European framework. Because of these structures, the
member States of the Comunity find thenselves in a coupetitive
position eompared with other world fusion prograrmes.
TABLE I
Associations Countries Dates Laboratories
& Organizations
EUR-CEA France I 959 Fontenay-aux-Roses
Grenoble
EUR-CNEN/CNR Italy I 960 Frascati and (Later)
Padua and Mil.an
EUR-IPP Germany I 961 Garching
' EUR-FOM HoLLand 1962 Jutphaas, Amsterdam
EUR-KFA Germany 1962 Jiilich
" 
EUR-EB Belgium 1968 ERM and ULB
EUR-UIGEA U.K. 1973 Culham
EUR-Risd Denmark 1973 Risd
, 
EUR-NSBESD Sweden 1976 Stockhol-m, Giiteborg, Studsvik
EUR-CII Switzerland 1978 (?) Lausanne
1977 adjacent to CuLham
1977 Ispra
a
O
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SIJMMARY OF THE MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS DURING THE FIRST TIIREE YEARS
a
II.5
OF .TITE PRESENT PROGMMME
II.5. I Tokamaks
TT.5.2
From the point of view of the quality of confinement the most recent
advances have been made in the USA where the nL values of ALCATOR
rq 
-q(3.10'- em - s on axis) are now confirmed by PLT which has, in
addition, reached ion temperatures of 5.5 keV. These results are
short, by just an order of magnitude of the Lawson criterion in nL
and by less than a factor 2 in ion temperature. Ion temperatures
exceeding 2 keY hrere reached in Europe in 1976 in TFR where, for the
first time, the ion temperature exceeded the eLectron temperature.
Outstanding progress has recently been achieved in the Cornmunity
coneerning plasma purity. At the beginning of the 1976-80 prograrme
this was a very serious problem (Zeff>/3). Clean pl-asmas (r"rrC l)
are now currentl"y produced particul-ar1-y in TFR, DITE and FT due to
new discharge cl-eaning techniques and to a rapid advance in the
diagnostics of impurity production and diffusion as well as in their
understanding and control. A bundle divertor has been applied for 
athe first tine (DITE) and the rrcold mantleil concept has become
clearer (Jutphaas, Stockholm) .
Recently developed feedback techniques for the control of pl_asma
equilibrium are now available (ClnO-Tok, TFR 600, TOSCA). The
abil-ity to prograume the time evolution of the mean plasma density
f irst tested on ALCATOR and PLILSATOR, is now achieved on aLmost al-l
experiments.
A11 the understanding of Tokamak physics has advanced substantiaLly
in particular as a result of the detailed energy balance studies
performed on TFR and DITE.
Other devices
The operation of StelLararors (ClnO, W VII A) with ohmic heating
current has shorrm that such nixed configurations exhibit better
confinement properties than equivalent Tokamaks.
A substantiaL improvement in the understanding of the reversed fiel-d
pinch, on which the high beta line is concentrating, has led to the
construction of two medium size deviceg (nre-nsrA, IIBTX-lA) now
nearing compLetion.
2t,
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II.5.3 Heating
In the field of neutral injection the achievements of the present
progralme are already remarkable. The first appLication to a
Tokamak (cLEo), only four years ago, was at the 50 Ktr'I power
1eveL, rtel1 beLow that of the ohmic heating. The I Ml^l leve1 has
now been reached, substantially exceeding the ohmic heating
without affecting the plasrna confinement (TFR, DITE). The
development of I MW units for JET is in an advanced stage.
Multi-MW systems are under construction (DITE, ASDEX, TFR 604).
Concerning the high frequency heating an outstanding contribution
to the testing and the understanding of Lower Ilybrid Resonance
heating has been provided by the connnunity (Grenoble). The
Transit Time Magnetic Pumping experiment on PETULA was the first
successful applicarion (without pump-out) of this method.
Encouraging preLiminary results on Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating
have recently been obtained on TFR.
II.5.4 Inertial Confinement
The very rapid world progress in this fieLd has not been matched
by the modest European effort which has led to the development of
a I TW iodine laser (Garching), some progress in the understanding
of plasma light interaction, and the launching of 
"t "*perimentaL
activity at Frascati.
II.5.5 Fusion technology
The main problems in this field have been identified. Moreover :
* in the areas of safety and system studies, and of materials,
following the inclusion of these subjects in the JRC programre
(1977-1 980) new work has started at Ispra where a conceptual
design activity in cooperation with Frascati (FINTOR group)
was already being carried out. Preparatory work on radiation
damage simulation is also in progress.
in the area of supraconducting magnet technology following
the conclusion of an IEA iurplementing agreement for the
contribution from the Comnunity (fpp-Kartsruhe) of a
supraconducting coiL for the Large Coil Project (Oak Ridge),
22.
the design of such a coiL has reached the stage where
construction by industry is being considered. Tests on
cooling with superfluid helium are in progress (CsA-Saclay).
II. 5. 6 Concl-usion
The above-mentioned progress shows that in couparison with the
situation three years ago, Tokamak plasnas are bett,er confined,
better heated, and have much lower inrpurity concentration.
Thus, we are substantially closer to the criterion needed for a
fusion reaetor, and there is correspondingl-y more confidence that
the physieal feasibility of a fusion reactor can be demonstrated.
a
C
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CIIAPTER III
PROPOSED PROGRA},'ME
III. I INFORMATION FROM LONG TERM PLANNING STUDIES
III. 2
III.2.I
Exploratory long term planning studies, conducted in the framework
of the Comrunity programne as well as in other parts of the world,
and based on the assumption that a future reactor would be of the
Tokanak type, have indicated a choice of possible strategies to
reach the goal of a denonstration reactor. These strategies lead
to different time schedules and different total expenditures
depending mainly upon the amount of risk they accept (to give an
order of magnitude, abouE 25 years and l0.0OO MEUA could be
necessary Co reach a d,emonstragion reactor).. But atl strategies,
even if they diverge at later times, have a compn trunk : the
machine(s) ro be built after JET (or its foreign equivalents)
should be deuterium-tritium burner(s), that is to say machines in
which the fusion reactions will be sustained for long times. Thus'
the European Comrnunity is in a position to fix clearly the aims of
its fusion progranme for the next few years, boEh in physics and
in Eechnology.
Long term planning studies wiLl continuously re-assess the
potential advantages of the various long-term strategies' in the
light of fresh experimental results. Their conclusions will be
formulated on the occasion of each prograume revision, and wilL
help to define new intermediate-term objectives.
OB]ECTIVES OF TIIE FIVE-YEAR PLAN
Magnetic confinement
The steady progress made with Tokamaks has already led to a
progressive concentration of effort, in this direction, and this
concentration wilL continue during the 79-83 ptan. Research on
l-ow-beta SteLLarators and on high-beta configurations which could
possibly lead to alternative solutions, will be carried out in a
few laboratories and will rePresent about l0 7. of the total effort '
For mirror machines, no experimental activity is foreseen.
24.
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The main objectives of the programne are :
- to complete the construction of JET and to begin it,s operation.
The Comnission has already sent to the Council several do",rt"nts+)
which have led to the approval of the construction phase of ttre iEt
project and the decision to include the project in the fusion prograrr'n,e.
This priority action will, therefore, not, be described again in detail
in the present prograrmre proposal ;
- to accumulate enough knowledge, both in physies and in technology, to
be abl-e to define the Post-JET machine(s) during the five-year period so that
eonstruction could start during the foLlowing plan. In particuLar,
the research should deternrine the optimum field and size of the
Post-JET machine(s), and allow an assessment of whether it should
produce tritium and generate electricity. It should also provide
experimental information on the advisability of using superconducting
coils.
This inpl-ies :
- the construction of JET, scheduLed to be operationaL in the t
year t983, or earlier (see paragraph III.3.2.l) and the preparation
of its experimental progranrne ;
- Lhe obtaining of much physical key information from int,ermediate
size toroidal- devices, of Tokamak type or of other types ;
- the development of powerful auxiliary heating systems, in particuLar
in view of their application to JET ;
the implementation of a more substantial technology prograrrme,
in particular in the field of materials, superconductivity,
tritium handling, remote handling, and system studies t
- if preliminary test on superfluid helium cooled coiLs give
positive results, the construction of a medium size supra-
conducting Tokamak devoted to profile shaping st,udies and
plasma heating ;
+) In particular z R/820/78 (ero l7) of. l0 April 1978,
25.
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if preliminary btudies demonstrate a reasonabLe balance
between risk and cost' the construction of a rnedium-size
Very High Field Tokamak (V.H.F.T.), to sEudy for the first
time some specific problems of a t'burning" plasma ;
the initiation of design studiee of Post-JET maehines.
TTT,2,2
Another objective of the programne
other magnetic confinement schemes
are real alternatives to Tokamaks.
Inertial confinement
is to assess up to which point
(StelLarator, reversed fieLd pinch)
I
The European situation is unsatisfactory' and is likely to remain
so for some time. Whereas the resultg already obtained abroad
have led to a rapid acceleration of the American, Russian and
Japanese programmes, political sensitivity due to the cLoseness
of some civiLian and miLitary interests in this domain has caused
the Cormission to present, against its own wishes, a minimum
progranme which is sufficient :
to enable a critical evaluation of resutts obtained elsewhere;
to make significant contributions to some key problems, which
is a basic condition for a fruitful exchange of information
with foreign laboratories;
to maintain a nucleus of eompetent seientists, to serve as a
focal point for the remaining European efforts scattered in
various civilian l-aboratories, and to permit during the next
plan the construction of a large fusion feasibil-ity experiment
if the necessary political decisions were taken.
A ehange in the European policy will- be essential if the crucial
experiments planned abroad produce the expected results, such as
a break-even in 1983,
26.
Anyhow, even with its very lirnited effort, the Comission will
endeavour to secure effective collaboration with other civilian
laboratories, as has already been done in the Past for the Plasma
Focus.
},TAGNETIC CONFINEMENT
Maig problens
l) Quality of confinement. It has been seen that the important
parameter here is the product of the density and the confine-
ment time (n.? ) . One of the aims of the progralme will be
to improve the understanding and the quality of the confine-
ment and in particular :
- to ascertain the empirical laws governing | , ."p."iall.y
its dependence upon "n" which is not yet clearly understood ;
to explore the linitations imposed by the violent insta-
bilities called "disruptive".
With the generation of experiments to be completed during this
plan (including JET), the aim is the achievement of values
cl-ose to t0l4 
"r-3 ", i.e. one order of magnitude higher
than obtained at present.
p-values. To be economically viable, a Tokamak-like reactor
requires (3 -values of about 5-10 7", (mean /5 -values of, 2 7-rt
have already been obtained in speeific devices). This point
is of importance, as the quality of containment could be greatly
rnodified when pressure becomes appreciable compared to the
magnetic pressure. During this plan it is hoped to attain regimes
where fl could reach a few per cent in large devices, testing thet-
effect of non circular cross sectione and of plasma profile shaping.
Temperature. Ignition (the situation where nucLear heating
exceeds the energy l-osses of the plasma) requires ion teupera-
tures higher than presently achieved. Such temperatures apfear
to be attainable with the technology already available, provided
c
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the confinement properties are not too much lessened by high
ion temperature effects. The minimum temperature to be reached
depends on the qual-ity of the confinement and the purity of
the plasma and is higher than 5 keV.
Impurities were recently considered as one of the more serious
problems because of the increased radiation losses they
generate. At presentr the siruation has improved, although
many questions remain open. The aceeptabl-y low irnpurity
content recentl-y achieved has to be confirmed for longer
operating times and when powerful neutral- injection is applied.
Sources of impurities as well as their dynamics and control
have to be further investigated. This problem is closely
connected with plasma wall interaction and in the case of a
reactor, with refueLl-ing and exhaust.
Exhaust and refuelling. In Long-pulse (or D.C) operat,ion,
means of exhausting the reaction products and of refuelling
are needed, Exhaust studies by means of t'divertors" will
continue in DITE and will- be a najor task of ASDEX (which
has a different type of divertor) . Means of pr:mping helitrm
(the chief reactiton product) and of handLing large amount
of hot exhaust gas will be studied. The studies of the cold
mantle proposal, an alternative solution, will continue.
Refuelling by means of pellets, clusters and gas inlet (via
the above-ment,ioned cold nantle) wiLl be necessary and will
be intensively studied during the plan.
Alpha-particl-es. The problem of helium is not only connected
with the question of impurit--es but al-so with heating and
confinement. The presence of nany energetic alpha-particles
(heliun ions) will be an important nelt feature of a DT burner.
This question wilL be tackled when JET eomes into active
operation and, possibLy, on another device, norir in the phase
of def inition, which is temporarily referred to as t'V.H.F.T"
(Very High Field Tokanak).
4)
s)
t
6)
o
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ITl.3,2 Experimental devices (cf . table II)
l) JET. The main effort of the prograrme is clearly carried out
on JET, in physics as well as f inancial and manpower comitment.
In the initiaL proposal (l), two steps lrere considered for the
operating phase of JET and, referred to as basic performance and
extended performance.
The basic performance corresponds to the exploratory studies 
"
using a hydrogen pLasma in a magnetic field of 27.7 kG ; the
flat top of the magnetic field is 20 seconds long, the plasma t
current reaches 3.8 I'lA (in a D-shaped pLasma) and the neutral
inject,ion heating amounts to l0 MI,l.
From the beginning, the structures are designed in such a rday
as to ensure the possibility of proceeding later to an
extended performance stage. In this regime the nagnetic field
will be increased to 34.5 kG having a fLat top reduced to
l0 seconds, and the plasma current increased to 4.8 MA. For
this second phase new power supplies will- be necessary, both
for the toroidal magnetic field and for the auxil-iary heating,
the power of which is to be brought up to 25 MId. The working
gas will- be Deuterium. If this phase is successfuL, the later C
util-isation of a D-T mixture should provide a Large arnount of
thermonuclear self-heating, of the order of l0 I'{W.
So far, the following schedule has been considered : the
period 1979-1983 corresponds approximately to the estimated
. 
five year construction time, the manufacture of all najor
components of the machine being completed by nid-1981. At
that time, the assembly hal-l should be ready wtril-e the
torus haLL should be ready at the beginning of 1982, the
full install-ation being completed about one year later
Another six months wilL then be needed for tests and com- -
missioning, before starting the ei<perimental prograrme
in nid 1983, towards the end of the present pLan. The main
objectives of this first phase of the expLoitation are the .
study of the evoLution of pJ-asma behaviour with parameters
cl-ose to those of a reactor, the study of plasma-wal-l
interaction under these conditions, and the study of plasma
heating. In the frame of this timetabLe, the second phase
tl) EUR-JET-R5, September 1975.
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TABLE II - MAIN DEVICES IN I,IAGNETIC CONFINEMENT
Experiments Site Main objectives and Characteristics
JET (2) Culham Scaling, plasma-wall interaction,
Plasma heating, alPha-Particles
Medium size Tokamaks
TFR (l) Fontenay Scaling, plasma profiles, heating
. DITE (l) Culham Bundle divertor, neutral injection, inpurities
FT (l) Frascari High field, high plasma density, high current
Asdex Q) Garching Poloidal divertor, high ion temPerature
Textor (2) Jtilich Plasma wall interaction, impurities
Torus II (3) (CEA) Plasma profiles, heating, superconducting magnets (?)
V.H.F.T. (3) Garching Very high field, adiabatic compression, ignition (?)
Other Tokamaks
Petula (l) Grenoble R.Fheating
Erasmus (l) BrusseLs RF heating
TCA (2) Lausanne RF heating
O Wega (l) Grenoble RF heating
Torture (l) Jutphaas Turbulent heating
Thor (l) Milano Run away electrons, RF heating
Ringboog ( l) JutPhaas Cold mantle
Dante (l) Risd Pellet ablation
Spica (l) Jutphaas High beta behaviour
Tosca (l) Culham High beta (non circular cross-section)
. 
Other toroidal- devicee
W-VII A (l) Garching Stellarator with NI heating
CIeo (l) Culham " with RF heating
* IiBTX-IA (2) Culham Reversed field pinch
" 
ETA-BETA (l) Padua ?l
RFX (3) Culham " of extended performances
F-IV (2) Stockholm Cold mantle
o
(l) In operation (2) in construction (3) in preparation
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rroul-d be started around 1985.
However, several very encouraging results have been obtained reeently
in the fieLd of Tokamaks (II.2.l) : good behaviour of high temperature
pl-asmas (fi > 5 keV) in the col-lisionless regime ; satisfactory scaling
of the plasma energy, confinement time with diurensions (it varies as
the square of the small p1-asma radius) , increase of the el-ectron-
energy confinement time with Te and nel insensitivity of energy
confinement time to magnetic field and pl.asma current ; success in
obtaining cl-ean plasmas ; positive regults, both experimentaL and
theoreticaL, on the maximum attainable p-value. These facts, as
I
well as a consideration of the timetable for other Large devices -.
TFTR (USA) shouLd come into operation at the beginning of 1982 and could
be equipped with 45 MW neutral injection heating in 1983 ; JT 60
(Japan) is scheduled for operation at the end of 1982 - led the JET
team to reconsider their timetable. A proposal is being prepared
aining at a possible acceleration of the construction phase (JET to
be ready for operation in basic performance at the end of lg82).
Moreover, the JET team is considering the possibility of proceeding,
at an earlier stage than previousl-y foregeen, to the implementation
of the extended performance, even during the eonstruction phase.
This could inply :
l. To have 25 MI,l of additional heating available at the start of
the operat,ion phase and therefore to instaLL 125 l"lt{ of power
suppLy (suitable for both methods of heating).
2. To experiment actively on the najor method of RF Heating on
the largest Tokamaks avail-able, in order to be abl-e to take a
decision for JET in due time.
3. To install complementary power supplies to generate the increased
magnetic f iel-d.
4, To make an increased effort on the development of remote handling
and tritium equipment.
Extrapol-ation from the results which have become available recentLy,
the extended performarlcsr when achieved, coul-d lead to the following
plasma para.meters : T. y 15 keV, n :1 1014.*-3, S=6 7.. The-t
energy confinement tine should lie between 0.5 and 5 s, and when
using D-T mixture, t00 I'1I^l of fusion pohrer could be produced.
C
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2) Other Tokamaks in operation or construction. JET al-one could
not give all- the necessary information to proceed with the
fusion prograume. It is integrated in a prograrme of smaller
complementary experiments better suifed Lo study specific points.
Some devices concerned are already in operation; others will
be completed during this plan (those especially designed for
heating studies wiLl be considered in paragraph III.3.3).
This coherenE system is organized to cover as accurately as
possible the field of problems to be tackled on the Tokanak
line. It is centred on some major devices : Dite (Culhan) 
'
FT (Fraseati), TrR (rAR), Asdex (Garching) and Textor (Jiilich,
after l98l), each being specialized in the study of several
of the main questions mentioned under III.3. l. In each case'
adequate heating power allows the plasma to be brought to a
higher performance regime. Smaller Tokamaks have specific
tasks : Ringboog (Jutphaas) is dedicaged to cold nantle studies
in collaboration with the Stockholm Laboratory (rnodel experi-
ments), Dante lnisd) to pellet ablation sLudies in conjunction
with Garehing and Culham. Tosca (Culhan) and a Tokamak-like
experiment Spica (Jutphaas), are devoted to assess the high-
beta capability of Tokamak configurations.
New Tokamaks. Depending upon the outcome of conceptual and
experimental preliminary studies now in progress, the eonstruction
of two new devices (Torus II and V.H.F.T.) could be launched.
These machines will aim specifically at demonstrating two pro-
cesses essential for the step after JET but which cannot be
tackled on the existing rnachines :
- the applicability of supraconducting coils to a real- Tokamak
- the self heating of a DT plasma and the effect of alpha
particles on plasma eonfinement.
Torus II, a medium-size superconducting Tokamak, is in the final
phase of design in the Association Euratom-CEA. Tests on
magnet cooling by superfluid helium are in progress. A final
decision on construction should be taken in 1979. This device,
apart from presenting a high technological interest' wouLd be
devoted to the study of high power supplementary heating (possibly
with radio-frequency) and to investigations on the important
question of plasma profile shaping.
o
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V.II.F.T., 
€r Very lligh Field Tokamak, is presently under preLimi-
nary study, and would extend the progress recently obtained with
high density and high magnetic field operation. The definition
phase should be concluded at the end of 1978 and a concrete
design could start in 1979. The extrapolation of the empirical-
confinement time to higher densities and the use of strong ohmic
heating (high current density), possibLy in combination with
other heating methods (neutral injection, adiabat,ic compression)
should lead to ignition for a deuterir:m-tritium mixture. Such an
ignition experiment would be built at Garching with the help of
Frascati. This coLlaboration could be extended at the international
1eve1.
4) Other toroidal devices. Some acrivity has been maintained
on lines which can be regarded both as alternative and contributory
to the Tokamak line, namely : Stellarators and reversed field pinches.
The Stellarators are represented by two devices : W-VII A (Garching)
and Cleo (Culham). Low beta SteLlarators can help the understanding
of transport properties of Tokamaks. The reported positive effeet
caused by the external helical fields on plasma stabiLity is of
interest but its origin and its potential for reactor appLications
are not yet, clear. A serious effort will be made to reach net
current-free operation. Configurations different from claseical
stellarators (i.e. toroidal main field plus field of hel-ical
windings) are studied in fast compression experiments. They may
also be employed in a new load assembly for I^I-VII. No new
Stellarator device is pLanned at present. The activity on
reversed field pinches is developed with two devices : HBTX lA
(CuLhan) and Eta Beta (Padua) in the frame of a close cotLaboration
between both laboratories. The next stage would be the large
RFX experiment proposed at culham, as part of a cooperative pro-
grarme with Padua.
5) Planning groups. A definition group shouLd start working in
1979 to define the srep beyond JET and in particular whether
there should be one or two post JET devices and whether or not
the device imediately following JET should produce net electric
porder.
O
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Definition work for the DEMO reactor will be intensified starting
in 1979 with the Fintor Group (conmron working group Frascati-
Ispra-Naples) as a nucleus.
These two groups will maintain a close contact with each other
and with the Long Term Planning activity which will be continued,
with its nucleus in Brussels.
III.3.3 Heating methods
From the beginning of the Euratom fueion progranme, plasma heating
has been identified as one of the major problems in thermonuclear
fusion research. In the light of recent results, this problem
appears more and more important : in order to reach their maximum
performances, JET and the medium-size devices need powerful
complementary heating. As efficient heat,ing methods begin to be
available, it is both necessary and reasonable to propose a
considerable expansion of the heating progranme.
Up to JET size, neutral injection based on positive ion sources
O is a suitable solution, but it is of difficult appLication to
larger machines. Two alternative solutions are under investigation
radio-frequency heating and neutral injection based on negative
ion sources. Efforts will be made during these years to assess
the relative potentialities of these two solutions.
Scientific and technological developments are being progressively
concentrated in selected l-aboratories which also act as consultants
and possible suppliers for the other l-aboratories in the Coumunity.
This is the case with neutral injection which has been attributed
jointly to Fontenay and Culham. For radio-frequency heating, most
of the expertise is concentrated in the CEA (and the ERM).
l) Neutral injection heating. It consists of the inject,ion of a
beam of high velocity neutral atoms obt,ained by neutralisation
a
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of acceLerated ions. The sources presently used provide positive
ions which are well adapted for the present level of energy.
For the higher level of energy required in larger machines,
however, the neutralisation efficiency for positive ions becomes
so l-ow that it seems necessary to turn to negative ion sources
which are much less developed at present. Therefore an effort
should be made in the course of this 5-year programne to study
sources and accelerators of negative ione, in order to be
ready at the beginning of the next progranmle to develop an
injection line using negative ions at a power level of I MW.
Shiel-ding of the injectors after the ignition of the pLasma
could make this method applicable to a reactor. Further studies
are required. For the time being, the col-laboration between
Culham and Fontenay-aux-Roses is oriented towards the pro-
duction of I MW 80 keV Ho units with positive ion sources.
Such a development is required for JET, which will necessitate
l0 MI^l of neutral injection for operation in basic performances, and
some 25 MI^I in extended performances, but also for the other
intermediate size machines : Dite, TFR 604, Torus II, Asdex,
Textor and l,Iendelstein VII A. Contracts for the delivery of
neutral injection systems have aLready been signed between
Associations. A considerable enhancement of the total efficiency
of these systems will be obtained if the development of recovery
systems presently in progress is sucessful. It is intended to
extend the present techniques to the realisation of I I'{l{
150 keV Do units.
Radio-frequency heating. It is not, yet as advanced as neutral
injection. The physics of rhe heating inLeraction between
eleetromagnetie traves and plasmas is the obj ect, of active
investigations. Research is going on in a variety of possible
schemes, characterized, by the frequency at which they operate.
During this plan, it is intended to concentrate progressively
on the most promising, and to devel-op them to a level of power
comparable to what is currently reached by neutral injection
(about I I4W). It should then be possible, before the end of the
plan, to select the method best suited for JET and post-JET,
and to compare its merits with those of neutral injection.
a
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The main lines of the proposed prografine are the following :
- In the low frequency range ( * 100 kHz), Petula (Grenoble),
and possibly its upgraded version, should give the necessary
information for a possibLe extrapolation to Torus II and JET.
- In the middle frequency range (l - 100 MHz), significant
tests will be made on TFR. Erasmus and TCA (Lausanne) will
contribute eomplementary information.
- The high frequency range (- I GHz) will be covered by Wega
(Grenoble), a cormon experiment Garching-Grenoble with
collaboration of ERM. FT and perhaps Asdex will al"so
contribute. A later test on JET is envisaged. The
industrial development of powerful klystrons is required.
- For the very high frequency range ( )z 30 GHz), a strong
effort has to be made to develop the necessary technology.
The first tests are planned at Culham and Milan (50 GHz
gyrotrons for Cleo, 28 GHz gyrotrons for Thor and Tosca).
If the devel-opment is successful, this urethod could be
applied to the present Tokanaks (Dite, TFR).
Ohmic heating and other methods. The good results obtained on
Alcator (USA) , a.compact experiment at high fiel-d, provoked
the interest in checking the lirnits of ohmic heating when
very high fields are applied. A study group has been set up
at Garching with the col-laboration of Frascati to assess the
potential- and the risks of such an experiment known under
the name of Very High Field Tokamak (V.H.F.T. - see $ III.3.I)
Another efficient heating method, Adiabatic Compression which
has been thoroughly experimented in the past,, is intrinsically
liurited in duration. It may be applied to JET. The application
of such a method to V.H.F.T. coul-d help to reach ignition
temperatures where alpha-particles heating could take over.
Other heating methods as shock heating, turbulent heating
(Jutphaas) imploding liners, laser heating or relativistic
electron beams (Amsterdam), will be investigated at an explo-
ratory level.
o
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III.3. 4 Theoretical and cornputational studies
A11 the areas of work mentioned above involved both experimentaL
and theoretical studies. Theoretical work is essential to provide
the understanding of confinement and heating observations, so that
correct assessments may be made of experimental resuLts obtained
both in Europe and abroad. They will- enabLe sound extrapolations
to be made for the new conditions encountered as reactors are
approached.
Because much more detail in understanding and prediction is now
needed, there wil-L be inereasing use of computaEional- methods.
Technical discussions are taking place to improve the co-ordination
of fusion computing in Europe which should lead to easier exchange
of computed programnes and interchangeable access to corrputing
facilities in the different laboratories. A study has been
requested to finalize proposals in this matter.
III.3.5 Other activities
Theoretical and experimental fundamental plasrna physics investiga-
tions are largely shifted to Universities. Such collaborations a
would have the additional benefit of creating a reserve of young
scientists and engineers who might be required by an erpanding
programne.
TTT.4 FUSION TECHNOLOGY
III.4. I Introduction
The main objectives of the technology part of the five-year prograrme
dre the definition and provision of the necessary technoLogical
support for the Post-JET phase. The proposed progranme is rel,ated e
to the following major areas :
- System Studies
- Safety and environmental impact
- Superconducting magnet technology
Tritium and bLanket technoLogy
- Materials technology.
The technology programne originally proposed by the r'expert groups
was substantially larger and more ambitious than the one presented
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here. In spite of the great interest in such an extensive progranme,
the Comnission had to make a drastic cut in the related budget in
order to curtail the overaLl cost. This has been done by linitation
to the most urgenc problems and in particular those of direct interest
to the design and construction of the Post-JET rnachines. Because of
this, areas of research such as the Intense 14 MeV Neutron Source,
superconducting magnet design for time varying currents or a
test loop for tritium breeding bLanket modules had to be postponed
for re-consideration at the time of the l98l progranne revision
or earlier as part of the programne of the JRC if extended. On
the other hand, research programmes presently performed outside the
fusion area, but with simiLar objectives (e.g. uraterial-s devel-opment
in the fast fission breeders) could be directed in collaborative
programnes towards the needs of fusion technology.
It should be noted that this five-year progranne does not include
development r,rork on such items as cryogenic or \tater cooled high field
magnets, nor large electrical power generators, since at present these
are being developed within device-reLated projects, for exarnple JET.
System Studies
The function of system studies is to develop conceptual- designs of
fusion reactor staEions, indicate targets or optimum engineering
features and perform the associated parameter sensitivity analysis.
System studies will also be useful to outline the parameters for
intermediate steps. In assessing the list of systems to which
studies have to be directed, it is necessary to consider the basic
options of the European progranne. Thus no studies on mirrors and
inertial confinement systems are foreseen at present. On the other
hand, the main effort wilL be directed towards the Tokamak concept
(pulsed or quasi steady state) ; some attention will be paid to
other systems, such as fission-fusion hybrid systems, the reversed
field pinch and belt-screw pinch reactors, and to process heat
application of fusion reactors.
The conceptual studies for Demo in whieh the JRC will play a leading
role will incorporate the findings of the Association Laboratories
in a continuous updated definition of the power reactor. It is
important that fusion reactor conceptual designs inherentl-y include
t
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remote handling capability for aLl necessary direct servicing and
repair functions. An active prograrme on the appl"ieation of
manipulators is being developed in the JET Project. A limited
additional effort for the development of general purpose mani-
puLators is included in the technology prograrme.
Safety and Enviroprnental Impact Studies
The main studies concerning safety and the environmental impact
of fusion energy wiLl concentrate on the establishment and the
continuous assessment of the safety concepts related to the main
reactor stations being investigated in the definition and con-
ceptual design groups, on the assessment of environmental impact
and implication of licensing requirements. In particuLar these
studies will include the evaluation of tritium inventory and
release under normal- operation the evaluation of events related
to possible accidents and the disposal of active components. It
will be necessary to evaluate, for each design concept, the
significant accident scenarios which can cause loss of containment
and resultant radioactive retease to the environment.
Superconducting llagnet Technology
The concentrated effort foreseen in this area shoul"d place the
Comnunity in a competitive position when major decisions concerning
future large superconducting devices are taken during the five-year
p1an. In addition, the demonstration of the operation of a
superconducting magnet system, possibly in connection with a fusion-
plasma experiment, is considered of great irrportance, because of the
very high probabil-ity that future large fusion devices (based on
toroidal confinement) will be equipped with superconducting magnet
systems.
l) Large Coil Project (tCP). The LCP is a rest faciLity to be
built in Oak Ridge involving a toroidal set of six D-shaped
field coils. The coil dimensions (4,7 x 2.5 rn) wil-l alLow the
results to be extrapolated to the requirements of the large
post-JET devices. The first European coil from IGK (Karlsruhe)
with NbTi superconducting materiaL is expected to be deLivered
to Oak Ridge by the end of 1981. Three other coiLs are
provided by the USA, one by Japan and another one (pending
final approval) by Switzerland.
C
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Al5 superconductors. The use of A15 compounds allows the
operation of magnets with higher magnetic fiel-ds (typically 5 to
8 T on the pLasma axis) and/ot increased stability and
temperature safety margin in realistic operation conditions.
Both properties are of relevance to the most probable evolution
of the magnetic fusion Programne. For this reason, it is
proposed that a dynamic, goal oriented progralmp be started.
Specifically, the proposal is to buiLd a second Couununity coiL
for the LCP test device with Al5 condrlctors.
The most promising Al5 compound, but rlot yet avaiLabl-e in
sufficient quantities in Europe for 14rge coiL construetion,
is NbrSn. A considerabl-e increase in effort is required to
develop coils incorporating its use i4 a second test coil- for
LCP. This should be a major aim, with a eornpletion date about
three years tater than thef delivery of the NbTi coil.
3) Superfluid Helium Cooling (Torus II). The two main advantages
of superfluid helium cooling (He II at 1.8oK) are the enhanee-
ment of the critical values of the su{erconductor and a
substantially increased heat transfer rate for short pulses.
These are clearly of vatue for the reliatively smal-l coiLs pro-
posed for Torus II (urajor radius 2.15 m, fieLd on axis 4.5 T)'
Preliminary experiments on a modeL coil in Saclay show promising
results with regard t.o Torus II consttuction.
In addition, there are other activities in support of supercon-
ducting magnet systems needed in future deyices. In particular,
this programne proposal includes the fol-loging two arees :
4) Poloidal Field Coils. The poloidal field coils, carrying
essentially variabLe currents in presdnt machines, have not yet
been considered for superconductors. Before the use of such
coils can be envisaged, the difficulties connected with time
varying currents in superconducting c0i1s.are to be overcome.
Because of the priority given to the other superconducting
activities, no large scale tests are foreseen before Progranne
revis ion.
5) Support for the Superconducting Progrdrmre. Underl"ying the
final fabrication of the superconductlng coil systems is the
2)
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need for extensive development work, such as the methods of
stabilization, heat transfer, cooling and the effects of thermal
cycling on electrical and thernal insulation.
III.4.5 Tritium and Blanket Technology
The tritium technology required to operate a post-JET fusion device
safely will depend upon the fuel flow and the overall- radiol-ogical
safety system. To demonstrate the capabil-ity of handLing safely
and reliably the amounts of tritium in such a device, i.e about
l0g/day with about 100-2C g in the system at any time, a European
tritium laboratory is proposed. This will reguire access to the
technological know-how existing outside the fusion laboratories of
the Cormnunity.
The inclusion in the DT-burner of.a neurron absorbing blanket
having at least a partial breeding capability would require
prior demonstration of the safe and reliable operation of a
blanket module. Therefore, and in conjunction with the materials
prograrmle, the need exists to perform, towards the end of the
pIan, blanket module technology tests incl-uding irradiation tests.
In particular, the foll-owing components or systems need to be
developed and tested for post-JET application :
l) Tritiuur Storage and Delivery System. Tritiun may be stored
either as some metal hydride or as a gas. present storage
techniques are probably adequate, but testing and operationaL
experience will be required prior to operation of, the DT fusion
device.
2) Tritium Transfer and Exhaust systems. val-ves will in general
require all metall"ie seals and for the pressure range 10-6 to
-Rl0 " torr both cryogenic and turbomol-ecuLar purrys are coulpatible
with tritium, but sr:me development work is needed to solve
specific problems related to this appLicarion, for instance
helium pumping.
C
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Exhaust Gas Treatment. The DT exhaust
from chemical impurities like O, N and
the hydrogen isotope composition, this
by the various fusion reactions and by
wil-l need purification
He and readjustment of
having been altered
3)
injection. There are
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several methods available for each of these two stages of
treatmenE but it will be necessary to test and optimise equip-
ment design for the method finally selected.
Containment and Decontamination. Containment and accidental
release of tritium are properly the subject cf regulations and
licensing procedures in all countries of the Cormrunity. The
definition of these is closely related to the other problems
of reactor safety and must be considered together. The
practical evaluation of the chosen method is a proper topic
for the experimental progranune of the tritium laboratory.
Current concepts envisage enclosing the entire installation in
a casing continuously flushed with inert gas that is subsequently
treated to extract the tritium. In addition, the whole building
containing the fusion device will itself be sealed and vented to
a circulation and tritium treatment plant, providing secondary
containment. The technology involved is considered to be
available in principle. However, it will be essentiaL to demons-
trate the reliability of the containment system, even if on a
somewhat reduced scale. This is one of the major objectives
of operating the tritium laboratory. 
,
Tritium Recovery from Blanket. Tritium recovery techniques will
depend on the choice of the breeding material : liquid lithium
metal or solid or f.iquid lithium compounds. In the liquid Li
case, several tritium separation methods are being discussed.
Encouraging experimental results on distillation have been
reported, which need confirmation in a l"aboratory scale piJ-ot
experiment. Recovery from solid Li compounds suffers from the
difficulty of preventing tritium from leaking into the primary
coolant.
4)
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III.4.6 Material Technology
The materials prograntrne should strongly
the posI-JET device(s) for selection of
of specifications and investigation of
In addition, however, due to long 1-ead
work for the needs of the Demonstration
interact with the design of
materiaLs, identification
special problems.
times, significant exploratory
reactor has to start now.
I
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The main problem areas for materiaLs in a fusion environment derive
from : mechanical stresses, both continuous and cycled; corrosion
in presence of lithium or lithium compounds and impurities;
radiation damage in bulk material and on surface. The most
serious problems are, however, the combination of these effects,
which are difficulE to evaluate on the basis of present day
knowledge.
The nain items for inclusion in the technology programne in this
area shouLd be the following :
I ) Setection and Standardisation of Materials. A short term
preference is given to r^retl-developed material-s such as
austenitic steel-s and nickel-based alloys. Due to the long
time needed to prove new materials, some expLoratory work on
alternative (chosen among those already industrially available)
is needed. An important crit,erion is the minimisation of the
activation of material.
2) Mechanical Properties of Unirradiated Material-s (Creep and
fatigue; embrittlement and fracture; metalLurgical problems in
fabrication). Some of the conditions the fusion reactor
materials are going to face are very unfamiliar to engineers,
for instance, pulsed stress and heat toading, with about 105
cycles/yr. Creep and fatigue behaviour of even the most
conmon materiats under these conditions should receive
attention.
3) Compatibility (Corrosion in f.iquid Li and Li compounds, corrosion
by He contamination, permeability to hydrogen isotopes).
Corrosion is 1"ikeLy to occur in all structural materials. The
presence of unconventional materials (Li or Li coryounds) and of
impurities (1ike He and hydrogen isotopes) make this problem
largely speculative alEhough experimental resuLts are beeoming
available. The knowledge of permeability is important to predict
hydrogen-isotope concentration throughout the reactor both for
its effects on materials (embrittlement) and for safety.
o
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Radiation damage (Simulation through bombardment with electrons;
light and heavy ions; irradiation in fission reactors; irradiation
with l4 MeV neutrons; irradiation of insulating materiaLs).
The radiation damage in fusion reactor materials induces swe1ling,
creep, embrittlement and other changes of the mechanical and
electrical properties. The damage is produced by the high energy
neutrons both through displacements and through transmutations 
'
and depends on the conditions in which the material is irradiated.
Two main sirmrlation tool-s are available today : irradiation with
charged particles and fast neutron irradiation in fission reactors.
The former can be used to simulate the effects of both displace-
ments induced by neutrons and gas production, whereby high dose
rates can be obtained. Intense neutron sources of special design,
particularly those based on the DT-reaction' may provide a
radiation environment which most cl-osely resembles the one
predicted in a fusion reactor; they can thus provide calibration
and verification for the simulation methods. It could represen!
a significant subject for international colLaboration. It is
Lhus proposed to develop a European contribution (to this
collaboration). by starting exploratory work so as to compare the
various approaches to an intense neutron source, and to make
conceptual designs of the most attractive ones.
Surface Damage. PLasma-walL interaction is important both from
the point of view of plasma physics and from the point of view
of its effects on material properties. As far as materials
are concerned, the areas of surface damage to be investigated
include : modification of meehanical properties of first wall
materials due to surface erosion and fuel iurpl"antation; testing
of appropriate materials in order to minimize impurity radiation
losses; trapping and release of fuel at the first wall (see
also III-3-l ) .
4)
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III.5 INERTIAL COMINEMENT
III.5.l Laser fusion
The problems of laser fusion can be cl"assified as follows :
- High-power laser development;
- Studies of light-plasma interaction and energy transport;
- Compression hydrodynamics and thermonuclear burn;
- Pellet design and fabrication.
- Basic theory;
- Reactor studies.
Within the next few years, the European programme on inertial
confinement will amount only to a few percent of the Soviet or
U.S. programres. To meet the purposes expressed in $ III.2.2
it should then consist of a very limited number of topics in
which it should try to have some impact on the world scene.
Moreover, for a small overall effort, it is important for the
programnes of individual laboratories to be complementary and
close enough for mutual help through efficient collaboration.
Finally the programnes of the various Associations shoul-d tend to a
converge in order to prepare the basis for the future realization
(if opportune) of a large joint compression experiment (at least
l?5.10'- wat,ts, minimum cost 50 MEUA).
Taking into account the expertise and equipment available in the
various Associations, the proposed progranme is the following :
I ) High-power laser development
- optimisation of the I TW iodine laser already developed
and transfer of the know-how to industry, with the aim to
produce in.the near future modules of I TI^I - .3 nsec
(Garching). Possible extension to modules of higher power.
- Development of a COr laser line of 250 J - I nsec and
realization of 4 of these modules so that a I TW svstem
would be available (Fraseati).
- Investigations on new high efficiency lasers (Garching).
2> Light-plasma interaction and energy transport
- Experimental investigations using both neodimium and iodine
laser beams focussed mostly on plane Largets (Garching);
- Theoretical and computational studies (Garching, Brussels,
Giiteborg). ;
o
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Compression studies
- Study of the hydrodynamic stability of the implosion of
pellets of large aspect ratio, at two different wavelengths
(l and l0 microns) using first a 2 x 100 J - 2 nsec neodi-
mium system and later a 4 x 250 J - I nsec C0, system.
Such experiments will use DT filled pellets but are not
aimed at producing the maximum nurnber of neutrons (Frascati).
- Realization of a nedium size compression experiment using
2 iodine laser modules of I TIJ in order to get experience
with the relevant techniques, diagnostics and corputations
(Garching).
Basic studies
Continuation of present theoreticaL studies (Brussels, Giiteborg)
on transport coefficients and non-linear phenomena, in order to
apply them to specific situations met in the experimental
progranne.
Collaboration
Need for efficient collaboration is particularly feLt in the
following areas : cotrputation, pe11et fabrication (pellets
will be bought abroad at the beginning, but this situation
is highly unsatisfactory), diagnostics and reactor studies.
It will be attenrpted to increase as much as possible the
contacts between the Associations and other civilian labora-
tories (Rutherford, Polytechnique, Universities), for instance
by including those laboratories in the area accessible through
the mobility fund.
0ther approaches
- In spite of its potentialities and of its fast development
abroad, electron and ion beam fusion research cannot be
initiated in the Associations within the very limited progranme
proposed for inertial confinement.
- Activity on Plasma Focus will rernain Limited for the time
being to the exploitation of the large I Megajoule device
existing at Frascati, in collaboration with Culham and in
close contact with several- German Universities. A general
assessment of this line of research is planned for 1980.
3)
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the continuation
extension of this
a
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III. 6. I
SI]MMARY OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAMME
The proposed progrartrne consists for a large part
of the present effort. In addition, it includes
ef f ort and some nerir activities.
Continuation of present activitY
in
an
II
This means essentially the construction of JET and the start of
its operation in the basic pertormance stage as well as the exploi-
tation of the already existing devices and those under construction.
Most of these devices are Tokamaks designed to answer specific questions
(see Table II) which are of primary importance for the next step. The
necessity of obtaining a maximum of information from them is evident.
A few other toroidal devices belonging to the alternative lines should
produce information necessary to the decision whether to carry on
the development of these lines or to discontinue it. In addition
they should allow the study of some problems concerning the Tokamak
line : the decoupling of heating from confinement (Stellarators) and
the investigation of the properties of high-beta pLasmas (high beta
devices) .
In the field of neutral injection, the development of intermediate
vol"tage hydrogen injection lines with positive ion sources can be
considered as achieved : their extensive applieation to confining
devices has started. The development of higher voltage lines,
deuterirur inject,ors, recovery systems and negative ion sources is
concentrated in two Associations and must continue in order to meet
the requirements of JET and of the next step.
In the field of radio-fre.quency heating the development of the
Lower Hybrid Resonance heating is the most advanced : it is now
entering in the application phase. Concerning other methods, their
number has been reduced during the last progranmes and the continua-
tion of their development to higher power levels is necessary in
order to prepare the selection of the best suiLed ones to meet the
requirements of JET and of the next steps.
a
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A few activities in the fusion technology area have been started
recently and there is no doubt of the necessity for their
continuation. These are the Large Coil Project, teet on supra-
conductivity with superfluid helir:m cooled materials, conceptual
design, safety and environmental studies, radiation damage
s imulation.
In the field of inertial confinement the work performed until now
in the associated laboratories consisted essentiall-y for the
technological part in the development of a I TW iodine l-aser and
the pre-development of a 250 Joule C02 laser and for the physics
in the study of light-plasma interaction. Both the progress and
the increase of effort outside the Corrnunity are so rapid that in
order not to loose contaet in an irreversibl-e wav an extension of
the present activity is essential.
III.6.2 Extension
Depending upon the outcome of investigations which have been
triggered recentl-y by the very positive results obtained in
1978 on the Tokamak 1ine, it could be proposed to shorten
the construction phase of JET and to implement the extended
performance during the construction phase. The technical
feasibility and scientifie advisability of such an operation
has not yet been assessed by the competent bodies of the
Joint Undertaking.
Depending upon the outcome of conceptual and experimental
preliminary studies now in progress, the prograrme might include
the construction of two new Tokamaks : a very high field device
(VIIFT) aiming at the ignition of a deuterium-rritium plasma and
a supraconducting Tokamak (Torus II) devoted to plasma profile
shaping and heating studies. For the preparation of the next
step, the importance of an early ignition experiment and of the
application of supraconductivity to a real Tokamak does not need
to be emphasized. The possibility of building each of the two
ner^r experiments outlined above has not yet been assessed. It is
"a fort,ioriil not certain that both will have to be built.
In the field of plasma heating, on the contrary, an extension of
effort is both possible and necessary. Most of the existing
a
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devices have been, or will be quite soon' operated in their
basic performances. In order to reach their snximum performances,
they need substantial additional auxiliary heating power. Several
neutral injection units for an overall power of the order of at
least 25 MW wilL have t,o be produced and applied t,o JET and to
other Tokarnaks such as ASDEX' TFR 604, Dite, Textor and Torus II.
Substantial radio frequency heating power at the lower hybrid
resonance will have to be applied in particular to FT.
In the fusion technology atea, activity on system studies should
be intensified and the development of an Al5 supraconducting coiL
for LCP should be undertaken.
The proposed extension in the field of inertial confinement,
which is necessary in order to achieve the minimum objectives of
the prograume in this field, incLudes the industrial production
of I TW iodine laser modules, the development and construction of
fosr 250 Joule CO, lasers, and the initiation of compression
tesEs.
New activities
To prepare for the Post-JET machine, knowledge is required of the
tritium technology needed for fusion. Tricium technology already
existing in member States should be made available to the fusion
prograrme, but there will remain a need for a European laboratory
specifically devoted to the tritium technology of fusion devices.
This has already been recognized in USA, where a Tritium System
Test Assembly is to be built at Los Alamos. If. Europe is to
collaborate effectively with the USA in this field, an adequate
expertise must be created within the Conrnunity. Allowing for
the time needed to meet the stringent licensing requirements in
the Corununity, action should start as soon as possible. Moreover,
tests on blanket moduLes should start towards the end of the
5-year prograflrme.
The problem of materialg, already signifieant for JET, is of
primary importance for the next step and crucial for the reactor.
The present state of knowledge is just sufficient to identify the
areas in which work is necessary. Due to long Lead times
involved in some testing procedures, significant exploratory work
should start now, particularly with regard to radiation damage.
a
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IV.I
CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTATION
FINAIICIAL SITUATION OF THE I975-1980 PROGRAMME OF THE ASSOCIATIONS
The appropriation of the Con'mission for the financing of the prograrme
of the Associations for the period 1976-1980, decided by the Council
on 25 March 1976, was of 120 MUA(I). This would correspond to a
total volume of this progralme of about 410 MUA (applying tt.e 25 Z
rate for general support and the 45 7" for preferential support) if
the entire surn given by the Council as a ceiling for the financing
of priority act,ions (39 MUA) were devoted to preferential suPport to
these actions.
When this programne decision was adopted, the Comnission pointed out(2)
that its appropriation resulted from a substantial reduction of its
initial proposal and that consequently difficulties would be encountered
in the steering of the prograrrne. Moreover the Corrnission pointed
out that if necessary, it would submit to the Council during the
execution of the prograrne a proposal intended to adapt its appro-
priation to the economic conditions.
In July 1977, in order to cope at least in part with difficulties in
the financing of the general budgets of the Asgociations, and in
view of the programre revision to be undertaken in 1978, it was
agreed with the positive advice of the Consultative Comnittee for
r?\Fusion'"', to reduce the funds devot,ed to preferential support from
39 to 27 WJL and to increase by 12 MUA the funds devoted to general
support. This would allow the Counnission to finance, at the rates
decided by the Council, a prograrme with a total volume of about
430 MUA. The Consultative Cornurittee for Fusion approved .1"o(3) the
proposal of the Co'r*ission to ask the Council, on the occasion of
the review to be undertaken in 1978, to revalue its financial allocation,
taking into account the change in economic conditions since I st January
1976, The final release of the appropriation of the Comission for the
financing of the whole five-year prograrme was decided by the Council
in November t9l6G) and the Association contracts for the period
I
(l) o.J.
(2) Doc.(3) Doc.(4) Doc.
No L 90 of 3 ApriL 1976: 120 MUA = 124
-4
R.781 /76 (ArO 42) 1976-80
R t980/77 (Aro 89)
r/919/76 (Aro)
(tota1 appropriation)
(management + mobility)MUAMUA
o
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1976-80 could not be concl-uded until 1977, The changes in the economic
conditions between January 1976 and nid 1977 (about 17 7" of average
inflation) led the Comrission to conctude these contracts for an
overall financial volume of about 500 MUA, with the usual rate of 25 7"
of participation in general support. The increase by 70 MUA of the total
financial volume from 430 to 500 MUA results in an increase in the
Con*issionrs participation of 17.5 MUA (= 25 7" of.70 MUA) for the whole
period 1976-1980. It must be underlined that this sum represents onLy
the complement necessary for the Cormnission to honour the obligations
taken towards the Associations (25 7" of general- expenditures) in 1977.
Tlre part of this sum actually needed for the first three years of the
1976-1980 progranme, which are not covered by the new five-year program-
ne 1979-1983, is about l0 MUA Q/5 of. 17.5 MUA). Therefore the
commicment of the Conmlssien for the three years 1976, 1977 and 1978 amounts
to about 84 MUA (= l0 MUA + 3/5 of the total appropriation of 124 MUA).
The balance of 40 MUA (= 124-84 MUA) remaining from the 1976-80 program-
me is therefore available for the partial- support of the 1979-83 program-
me.
IV.2 PROGM},IME PROPOSAL FOR I979-I983
rv. 2. I Staff
The total professionaL manpower involved in the fusion prograrme
including the staff seconded to JET and the Euratom staff working
in the Associations and the JRC was about 860 at mid 1978, An
approximate breakdown of these 860 professionals is the fol1-owing
qualified research seient,ists working in the
Associations of the Member Statee (including
50 EURATOM officials)
generaL support (direction, administration, technical
services, etc...) (incLuding 9 EURATOM official"s)
JET Team
Association EUMTOM-NSBESD (Sweden)
J.R.C. (Ispra)
Total_
a
a
700
75
48
25
t2
T60-
o
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The overall manpower (including all- the non-professionaLs) is more
difficult to evaluate since in some of the Associations supporting
services are shared with other l-aboratories, not concerned with
fusion. An approxirnate estimate leads to a total of at least
3000 people.
Concerning the composition of the professional staff two remarks
should be made :
since experimental devices are becoming Larger and technically
more sophisticated, a shortage of engineers and special-ized
technicians for the design and construction is generally felt,
although the number of physicists for the conception, the
operation and the interpretation of results of the machines is
sufficient;
since the recruitment of junior professionals has been reduced
nearly to zero in recent years, the average age of the staff
is increasing at a rate which approaches one year per year.
For a prograrme which shoul-d last a few more decades this ageing
of the staff is a dangerous phenomenon.
For the irnplementation of that part of the technology programme
developed outside the associated laboratories, it is intended to
set up a number of subcontracts between the associated laboratories
and other laboratories external to the fusion prograrmn, most of
them in the fission fiel-d. Therefore, an extensive recruitment
of technology experts in the fusion laboratories for this purpose
does not seem necessary at present, aLthough the Associations
wiLl need a small number of speciaLists to supervise the above-
mentioned subeontracts .
No appreciable increase of staff is foreseen in the Associations
during the five-year period 1979-83. The total manpower involved
in the fusion prograrmte will increase slightly due mostly to
the build-up of the JET Team and also to the possible extension
of fusion activities at the J.R.C.
a
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In spite of the proposed extension of the progranme, the Comnission
does not ask any increase of the number of its own staff for the
implementation of this five-year programne. This will renain
l13 Comunity employees as deeided by the Council on 25 March 1976.
The part of this staff working in Brussels at the fusion programne
directorate has been recently increased to 20 people and should
remain at this level during the execution of the proposed
prograrme. A11 the other Euratom personnel will remain in the
associated laboratories or will be seconded to JET.
OveralL expenditure of the associated laboratories
The programne proposed here is the result of a conpromise between
the need to intensify the activity to the extent justified by the
imporrance of the final goal for the Corrnunity, and the ahrareness
that the financial effort that ean be asked for is limited.
A broader front of research such as the one of the fusion programne
of the Soviet Union, or a more ambitious prograume with tighter
timing such as the American one, would be desirable but would
require a much larger financial effort. In this sense, the desi-
rable ceiling of expenditure for research in this field is welL
above the proposed figure. The lower linit on the contrary is
well defined since it is strictly related to the manpower of the
associated laboratories. If no new investment was made, the
progress of research would be stopped quite soon but the level- of
expenditure could not be substantially redueed unless the staff
itself were reduced.
The overall financial volume discussed hereafter corresponds to the
prograrme described in Chapter III. and surmarized in paragraph III.6
under the headings : Continuation of present activity, extension,
new activities. It does not include the part of the programrc to
be carried out at the J.R.C., in Sweden and possibly in Switzerland.
l) Continuation of present activity
The sum of the provisional budgets of the associated labora-
tories for the year 1978 (expressed in the respective nationat
currencies and then converted into EUA at the rates of the
beginning of l97B) amounts to about 104 MEUA. This figure
multiplied by 5 would lead to a rotal of 520 MEUA for
Ia
rv.2.2
a
a
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1979-83 prograrme, at the econo-ic conditions of January
1978. The rate of infLation in the Conmunity is at present
of about 7 15 7" per year (more preciseLy, it was 7,5 7"
between April 77 and April 78). This l-eads to a S-year
budget of about 560 MEUA at the economic conditions of
January 1979. Moreover, at constant manpower, the cost of
personnel is estinated from past experience to increase by
at least 6 7" pet year in the Conrnunity ; this unavoidabl-e
increase affects about 4Q 7 of. the total fusion budget and
leads to an additional requirement of 28 MEUA for the years
1980 to 1983. The continuation of work at the present level
requires therefore a five-year budget of 588 MEUA. This sum
includes the extrapolation of the investments made in 1978,
which were moderate as most of the investuents had been
cornnitted at the beginning of the 1976-1980 programne. This
extrapolation giv.es room therefore to limited new investments
corresponding to the continuation of present activity, but
cannot allow the launching of any significant new action.
Volume (at eeonomic conditions January 78) 520 MEUA
Inflation January 78-.ranuary 79 (7,5 Z) 40 MEUA
- Increase cost person:re1- (at constant manpower) 28 MEUA
Continuation at present level 588 MEUA
2) Extension of present activity. The progranme sunmarized in
paragraph III.6.2 corresponds to the foLlowing financial
cormitments :
- Investments for new Tokamaks : Torus II and
VHFT. The cost of each of these rnachines
will be of the order of 20 ro 30 MEUA 50 MEUA
o
- Additional heating (JET exeluded)
- Inertial confinement
- Fusion technology :
. System and environmental- studies,
planning and definition groupls : 5 MEUA
. Supraconductivity (mostly A 15 coil
for LCP) : 15 MEUA l
To
23 MEUA
IO MEUA
20 MEUA
a
tal : 103 MEUA
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3) New aetivities (see paragraph III.6.3)
- Tritium technology
- Materials
Total : 45 MEUA
It should be clearly pointed out that these figures
correspond to the progralme described in Chapter III except
for materials. In this latter case, the impl-ementation of the
progranne defined by the Experts and outlined in paragraph
III.4.6 would require a much larger financial cormtitment.
With the funding indicated hereabove the initiation of this
prograume is possible but the speed of its development will
be severely f.imited.
In conclusion, the general expenditure of the associated laboratories
(including sub-contracts for technology) for the five-year
period 1979-1983 is estimated as fol-lows :
a
Continuation of present activity
Extension of present activitY
New activities
15 MEUA
30 MEUA
588 MEUA
IO3 MEUA
45 MEUA O
Grand Total : 736 MEUA
IV.2.3 Preferential support
On the basis of the technical description given in Chapter III
and within the framework of the overall expenditure proPosed in
paragraph IV.2.2, the investments required for the implementation
of the 1979'83 prograrme are estimated at 120 MEUA, in the
economic conditions of the beginning of 1979.
The proposed partial ceilings for the investments of the
associated laboratories which should be financed by the Comnunity
at the preferential- support rate of 45 7" are the following :
MEUA
Tokamaks and support to JET 64
Other toroidal devices I 5
Heating and injection 35
Fusion technoLogy 30
Inertial confinement 6 t
I
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In the Tokamak l-ine, about l0 MEUA have been incLuded for work
(e.g. development of diagnostics, heating methods, study
contracts, etc.) to be executed for JET by the associated
laboratories. In the same line provision is made (50 MEUA) for
the possible construction of Torus II and V.H.F.T.
It should be pointed out that the sum of these ceiLings (150
MEUA) is higher than the proposed overall ceiling for priority
actions (120 MEUA). This means that the ceilings shown cannot be
reached simultaneousLy in all the lines.
As in the preceding five-year progranmes, preferential support
r^rill be granted by the Conmission only to actions which are
attributed priority status by the Groupe de Liaison.
Mobility
The "Mobility contraet" for the exchange of staff among the
various laboratories engaged in or contributing to the implementation
of the programtre has been extensivel-y used during the Last Lwo
five-year progranmes with good effects. This exchange has proved
Lo be the best method for the transfer of scientific and
technical know-how and an excellent means of improving the
utilization of the available staff and expertise. The funds
devoted to the rnobility of staff should therefore be at least
kept constant. A maximum amount of 2 MUA ldas set aside for this
purpose in the 1976-80 progranne and the same amount (2 MEUA) is
proposed for the 1979-83 programne.
Management and administration
The staff of the fusion directorate in Brussels was increased in
the last thro years in accordance with the 1976-80 p1an, and has
reached a total of 20 people. This figure should be maintained
in the course of the 79-83 prograllme. The average staff number
during this period will therefore be higher than in the period
76-80. An increase of the cost of this personnel has been intro-
duced by the inclusion of Comnunity taxes on salaries in the
tariff rates for staff charged to the budget of the European
Cournunity and by the transition from UA to EUA.
a
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The expansion of the fusion prograrme, in particular with the
inclusion of new fusion technology activity, is resulting in an
increase of expenditure for the organization of meetings,
workshops etc. and for expert contracts.
An appreciable increase of the expenditure for management and
administration, uninly due to the coet of personnel, must then be
provided for in the 79-83 programme. The appropriation of the
Comrission should therefore include a ceiling of about 7 MEUA for
this itern.
JET
Present situation
As approved by the CounciL (R/2404/77 - ATO l16), the cost of the
JET project in the construction phase (ending nid-1983) has been
calculated in Belgian francs and put at 7500 rnillion Belgian
francs at January 1977 prices. This sum represents 184,6 MEUA at
the rare of the EUA of 3 January 1977 (l EUA = 40,6207 BF).
In accordance with the Statutes of the JET Joint Undertaking
adopted by the Council of 30 May I 978 (l ) the expenditure of the
Joint Undertaking shal1 be borne at the 80 7. rate by EUMTOM.
The part of the total cost of the project in the construction
phase to be borne by EURATOM is therefore 147.7 MEUA ( = 80 7
of 184.6 MEUA).
The funds necessary for the participation of EURATOM in the
expenditure for the projeet during 1976-1978 amount to 16 MEUA
(=80 Z of 20 MEUA). These funds have been taken out of Ehe
appropriation of 102.4 MEUA alLocated by the Council decision of
30 }aay 1978 (2). The Counission proposes repealing repeal this decision
as from the lst January 1979 when the new programtre 1979-1983 should
come into force. The funds necessary for the participation of
EURATOM in the expenditure of the Joint Undertaking for the
period from 1979 to mid-i983 are estimated at 131.7 MEUA (= 147.7
- 16 MEUA). This sum has therefore to be included in the appro-
priation of the Comrission for the 1979/83 fusion prograrme.
During the second half of 1983, JET will be in the operation
phase. It has been estimated that the average annual budget of
JET should not vary appreciably going from the construction of
a
TV .2.6
(l) o.J. No L l5l(2) o.J. No L l5l the 7 .6. 1 978, p. l lthe 7.6.1978, p. 8
-
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to the operation phase. On this basis, about l8 MEUA will be
required by JET during the l-ast semester of 1983. The funds
necessary for the participation of Euratom will then amount to
about 14.5 MEUA ( 80 Z of 18 MEUA). These are not included in
the appropriation of the Comission requested in the present
document
With the decision of 30 May 1978 (l) the Council has all-ocated to
the fusion prograrme 197618O, for the implementation of the JET
project, 150 temporary staff in the sense of ArticLe 2(a) of the
Conditions of Engagement of Other Servants of the European
Comunities. This al-Location should be confirmed in the Council
Decision concerning the 1979/83 fusion progranme and possibl-y
revised on the occasion of revision to be undertaken in 1981.
Psssible evolution.
The Conrmission has already pointed out that part of the expenditure
necessary to allow the device to reach ite extended performance
wiLl probably have to be comitted during the second half of the
construction phase(2). This coumitment was of the order of 50 MEUA,
for 80 Z of which the Con'mission int,ended suboitting a request to
the Council on the occasion of the revision to be undertaken in 1981.
In view of recent scientific progresg, an acceleration of the
construction of JET and an earlier implementation of the extended
performance would appear desirabl-e (III.3.2.1). If this turned
out to be feasibl-e, according to a preliminary estimate made by
the JET team, the additional conrnitments could be evaluated at
62 MEUA (in July 1978 money and including contingency and additional
personnel-) and part of it could be conrmitted in 1980. The nain
items woul-d be the power supplies needed to bring the nagnetic fieLd
up to 35 kGaussn the supplement,ary heating power needed to reach
a totaL of 25 !lt'l and the remote handling and Tritir:m equipment
for D-T operation.
This question is to be examined by the organs of the JET Joint
Undertaking. The Comission will inform the Council of Ministers,
in due time and if appropriate, subnit a proposal accordingly.
a
(l) o.J. No L(2) Rl820/78 l5l of the 7.6.1978, p. 8(Aro r 7)
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W,2.7 Appropriation of the Comission for 1979-1983.
l) Prograrrme of the Associations.
The breakdown of the appropriation of the Corrmission requested
for the lgTg-'83 progratrme, without JET, at the econonic condi-
tions of January 1979, is the following :
Overall volume 7" Cornmission
participation
General support 6t6 25
Preferential support 120 45
Mobility of Personnel 2 100
Management&Adninistration 7 100
Total z 745 MEUA 217 MEUA
From the budget point of view, the new appropriation necessary to
finance the 1979'83 progranme of the Associations, is estimated
at 177 MEUA (217'40 MUA), raking inro accounr rhe 40 MUA which
remained avail-able from the lg76-80 progranme.
A reduction of this appropriat,ion wouLd resuLt in new difficuLties -
in the steering of the prograrme. As agreed by the CCF, it
should be avoided that the appropriation of the Cornnission be
insufficient to cover, at the 25 Z and 45 7. tates, the expenditure
incurred by the Associations.
2) JET
The funds necessary for the participation of EURATOM in the
expenditure for the construction phase of JET during the I g7g-93
programme amount to 131.7 MEUA at the economic conditions of
January 1977. This sum does not incLude :
- the funds necessary for the participation of EUMTOM in
the expenditure during the operation phase of the project
in 1983, estimated at about 18 MEUA, or more if the operation
phase r^rere to start before nid-1983.
the funds necessary for the participation of EUMTOM
in the expenditure resulting from a possibl-e speeding up of
the project aimed at bringing forward access to the extended
performance (see S IV.2.6).
a
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3) Overall appropriation
The nen requested appropriation is therefore
For the participation in
the programne of the
As sociations
For the participation
in JET
Total
One should point out that the
in JET has already been agreed
ORGANIZATION
MEUA
217 at the
tions
131.7 at the
tions
t ffiul
economic condi-
of January 1979
econornic condi-
of January 1977
appropriation for the participation
by the CounciL.
IV. 3
a
The organization of the Community fusion prograrme is based on the
the bilateral association contract,s between EUMTOM and the Insti-
tutions in the member States and in Sweden which are active in
fusion researeh. Each Association has a Steering Conrmittee
consisting of a small number of representaEives of the Comission
and of the partner Institution. These meet two or three times a
year and are responsible essentially for the prograrmres and the
budgets of the Associations.
For the Conrmunity fusion progralmle as a whole, three comnittees
play a consultative and coordinating role at different levels :
l) The Liaision Group, composed of leading scientists of the
associated bodies and of the Cornmigsion, has the responsibility
of giving scientific and technical advice to the Commission and
to the Associations on new progratrunes and of advising the
Coumission on the allocation of preferential support funding
at the 45 7, LeveL.
According to the CounciL decision of 25 March 1976 (l) this
preferent,ial support can be accorded by the Cornmission only to
a
(l) o.J. N" L 90 of 3,4.1976, p. 13.
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operations which are accorded priority status by the Liaison
Group. Moreover the Liaison Group plays the role of an "Advisory
Cormittee for Progrannne Management" for the fusion part of the
JRC prograrnne ( I ) . The Liaison Group meets abouL three times a
year. This body is assisted at present by six Advisory Groups t I
one for each of the main lines of the prograrme - Tokamaks, Screw
pinches and High-beta StelLarators, Low-beta Stellarators, Heating .r
and injection, Very high density, and Technol-ogy. The Advisory
Groups are composed of expert.s from all the associated l-aboratories
and meet about four times a vear.
2) The Conrnittee of Directors (C of D), composed of the
Directors of the associated laboratories and JET and the
comrissionf s Director of the fusion prograrmle, is responsible for
the preparation of the decisions eoncerning the progralmes, the
conditions of interventions by the conr-ission, the mobility and
exchange of personnel, and for various problems concerning
eollaboration also outside the associated laboratories and
outside the Comrnunity. Furthermore, the C of D may be requested
to act as a technical comnittee for the CCF ; it meets in a
general, every other month.
Ad hoc Groups and coordinating corunittees are set up by the c of
D when necessary in specialized areas (oata acquisition,
computing, efc.). For the preparation of the nehr part of the
fusion technology prograrme, four expert groups have been set up
in January 1978 by the C of D : on "Ilaterial Development for
Fusionrr, on t'Magnet Developmentrr, on "Tritium and Blanket '
Technology" and on "Safety and System Studiestt. The proposed
progranmes prepared by these groups in the respective areas of
competence r{ere submitted for advice to the Advisory Group on
Fusion Technology and to the GdL.
3) The Consultative Coumitree for Fusion (CCfy, created by a
decision of the corurission on 26 March 1976 and, composed of
officials of the member States and Sweden at the level of respon-
C
(l) oJ No Cl92 ot I I .8. 1977, p.\
6t.
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sibility for nuclear and energy research, is responsible for
advising the Conmrission (its opinions are also transmitted
to the CounciL) on probl-ems concerning :
the inplementation and development of the progranme'
including the JET project
- changes of direction which uright aPPear necessary
- the preparation of the future programne
- determination of the total voh:me of the fusion research
activities in the European framework
- the increasing concentration and integration of the
work carried out in member States
Concerning the JET project, its management structure is defined
in the Statutes of the JET Joint Undertaking. It consists
essentially of the JET Council, the JET Executive Cornmittee,
and the Project Director.
The organisation of the Cornrunity fusion prograrme has constantly
evolved in the past, according to the needs of the prograrmle.
Two inprovemenrs couLd be introduced in the near future :
a possible reduction of the number of the Advisory Groups of
the GdL and a redefinition of their terms of reference,
taking into account the evolution of the prograrme, should
be decided by the Groupe de Liaison after the adoption by
the Council of a 1979-83 programne;
for the coordination and implementation of the technology
prograrme a subcouunittee of the C of D should be created.
Aceording to the needs, this body could seek the advice of
expert groups similar to those which have been set up for
the preparation of the new part of the technology programne.
I
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B. PROPOSAL FOR A COUNCIL DECISION
of
adopting a research and training prograrme (1979-83)
for the European Atomic Energy Conmunity
in the fiel-d of controLLed thermonuclear fusion
al
THE COUNCIL OF TIIE EUROPEAN CoMMUNITIES,
llaving regard to the Treaty estabLishing the European Atomic Energy
Conmunity, and in partieular Article 7 thereof,
Having regard to the proposaL from the Comnrission submitted after consulEation
with the Scientific and Technical Conrnittee,
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliarnentl),
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Conrnitt."2) ,
Whereas in its Decision 76/345/Eur.tor3), as amended by Decision 78/470/Euratom4), a
the Council adopted a research and training progranne (1976-80) in the field
of fusion and plasma physies ; whereas Article 3 of that Decision provides
that the Comrission wil-l- submit to the Council- in 1978 a review proposal.
designed to replace the 1976-80 prograrme with a new five-year prograrme
as from I January 1979 ; whereas in view of the considerable efforts needed
to reach the application stage of controlled thermonucl-ear fusion, which
couLd be of benefit to the Comnunity, particul-ar1-y in the wider context
of the security of its Long-term energy supplies, the various stages of i
development of the work hitherto undertaken in this field should continue
on a joint basis t
Whereas the scientific progress achieved in this fieLd in recent years in the
Conrnunity and the rest of the world ilLustrates the need, particul"arly for
Tokamak systems' to construct larger and more complex devices and to concentrate
in particular on the development of plasma hearing techniques and the study
of certain technological problems with the collaboration of the JRC ;
(t) o.J. No(2) o.J. N"(3) o.J. N" L 90, 3.4. 1976, p. t2(4) o.J. No L l5l , 7 .6.1979, p. 8
-
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Whereas it is necessary to equip the Comunity with a Large Tokamak
machine (JET : Joint European Torus) ;
Whereas the research proposed by the Comrission constitutes an appropriate
. means of pursuing such aetions and it is, consequent,ly, in the cortrtron interest
to adopt a mul"tiannual programme in the field of controlled rhermonuclear
i' fusion, the existence of which is atso a necessary condition for the Comnunity
to participate in strengthening cooperation at world level in this field ;
Whereas it is important that the Comunity should continue to encourage
both the construction of certain equipment concerned with projects accorded
priority status, by granting a preferential rate of participation in the expen'
diture on such equipment, and the impLementation of major projects carried out
jointly by all or some of the associated laboratories i
Whereas, furthermore, the nobiLity of staff between organizations cooperating
in the execution of the progranne should be promoted,
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOtr.IS :
Article I
A research and training programne in the field of control-Led thermonuclear
fusion as defined in the Annex is hereby adopted for a five-year period
beginning I January 1979.
Artiele 2
The global needs for the entire duration of the programme without JET
re estimated at 217 MEUA and ll3 Cormunity employees.
" The global needs for the construction phase of JET during the duration
of the progranne are estimated at 131.7 MEUA and 150 temporary staff within
' the meaning of Article 2(a) of the condit,ions of employment of other servants
of the European Cornmunities.
I
t
These figures are only indicative.
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The European unit of account is defined in Article l0 of the Financial
Regulation of 2l December 1977 applicable to the general budget of the
European counruni ti"rt ) .
Article 3
The Comnissions.haLl submit to the CounciL in l98l a review proposal designed .r
to replace the present progranne with a new five-year progranme with effect
from 1 January 1982.
Article 4
Decisions 76/345lBrra!om and 78/47O/Euratom are repealed. This Decision
shaLt enter into force on 1 January 1979.
Done at Brussels, For the Couneil
The President
?
I
a
C
5) o.J. No L 356, 31.12.1g77, p. l.
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ANNEX
CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR FUSION
l. The subject matter of the prograrme to be executed shall be :
(a) plasma physics in the sector concerned, in particular studies of a
basic character relating to confinement with suitabLe devices and tc
methods for producing and heating plasma,
(b) research into the confinement, in closed configurations, of plasma
of widely varying density and temperature, if possible attaining
ignition conditions ;
(c) production of and research into pl-asma of high and very high densitl
and in particular the study of laser fusion ;
(d) the development and appl-ication to confinement devices of sufficienl
powerful plasna heating methods ;
(e) improvement of diagnostic methods ;
(f) investigation into technological probLems connected with current
research and problems relating to the use of thermonuclear reactions ;
(g) implementation of the JET project.
The work referred to under (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) shal1 be
carried out by means of association or limited duration conrracts
designed to yield the results necessary for the impl-ementation of the
prograrme and taking into consideration the work carried out by the
JRC, in particular in relation to the teehnology referred to under (f).
The implementation of the JET project referred to under (g) has been
ent,rusted to the "Joint European Torus (JET), Joint Undertaking",
established by Decision 78/471/Euratom.6)
I
t
I
_-- 
6) o.J. No L l5l of 7 .6.1979, p. 10.
J
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2, The programrne set, out in point I shall be part of a long-tern
cooperative projecE embracing aL1 work carried out in the Member States in
the fieLd of controLled therrnonucl-ear fusion. It is designed to lead
in due course to the joint construction of prototypes with a view to
their industrial-scale production and rnarketing.
3. The global needs for the duration of the prograrmrc without JET
are estimated at 217 MEUA and l13 Comunity enployees. The amount in
question is intended to cover :
- expenditure on equi-pment for operationg accorded priority status
and sone expenditure in support of JET t
- the cost of staff nobility ;
- other expenditure relating to operations to be carried out under
the programne excluding JET.
4. The appropriation allocated to the programme without JET can be
broken down as follows :
(a) about 25 7" for the financing at a preferential rate of projects,
as specified in paragraph 5.
(b) about 4 7" for administration costs and for expenditure intended
to ensure the rnobil-ity of staff to enable them to work in orga-
nizations cooperating in the implementation of the prograrme ;
(c) the amount not set aside for the operations and expenditure
referred to in (a) and (b) shal1 be devoted to the financial
partieipation by the Conrmunity in other expenditure incurred
by the associations. This participation shall be at a uniform
rate of about 25 Z.
a
a
c
-
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5. After condueting a technieaL examination the Liaison Group may accord
priority status to projeets belonging to one of the following areas :
Tokamak systems and support for JET
Other toroidal machines
Heating and injection
Fusion technoLogy
InertiaL confinement.
The Connnission may finance these projects at a uniforrn preferential rate
of about 45 Z,
In relurn, all partner associations shall have the right to take
part in the experiments carried out with this equipment.
6. The global needs for the construction phase of the JET Project
during the progrann're period are estinated at 131.7 rnill-ion European
units of account and 150 temporary staff. The amount in question
is intended to finance the construction phase of the JET project with
a rate of participation of 80 7".
I
I
C) OPINION OF TIIE SCIENTIFIC
FOR A FIVE-YEAR PROGRA},IME
68.
AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE (STC) ON THE DRAFT PROPOSAL
I979-83 ON CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR FUSION
J
The STC has examined, at the meeting of 16 October 1978, the proposal-
for a five-year progranme 1979-83 presented by the Comission.
The Comittee has noted with satisfaction the recent progress made in
the area of magnetic confinement. These advances increase the confi-
dence of seeing JET reach its stated objeetivee and make likely a
demonstration of the "scientific feasibilityrr (l) of fusion by Tokamaks
in the nid-80's ; these advances justify an increase in the effort
devoted to fusion. In consequence, the Cornmittee considers that the
proposed general progranme (2) is justified.
The Comittee observes that, in accordance with its previous advice,
the Comission is continuing to concentrate its efforts on two well
defined objectives : the Tokamak and plasma heating. As far as alternative
lines are coneerned in the area of magnet.ic confinement, the STC recounend.s
moving towards a concentration of effort in a single line which should
be given approrpriate support. Dispersion of effort must be avoided and
the possibility of int,ernational colLaboration exploited instead.
The STC recalls that in its previous advice it had asked the Conmission
to pay special attention, when the revision was undertaken, to fusion
by inertial confinement and to technological problems. Consequentl-y,
The STC woul-d like to see the basic problems associated with inertial
confinement clarified as soon as possible in order to aLlow some
position to be adopted on the subject. Meanwhile, it seems
appropriate to proceed with the proposed minimum prograrme.
3
(l) Scientific feasibility : conditions in whieh energy derived
reacting pl.asma is greater than that expended in heating the
(2) General progranme : the prograrme proposed by the Comiasion
the real reaLization and the exploitation of JET.
fro'm the
plasma.
excLuding
-
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The Corunittee, recognizing the need for a strong effort in
technol-ogy in preparing for the post JET phase, regards as
positive the Cosmissionts proposals for work in the technology
field, but it asks that they should be carried out prudentLy.
It reconnends that work on System Studies should be increased,
thereby providing guidelines for the build up of the whol-e
technology prograrme.
The Comittee insists that JET is an integral part of the fusion
progranne. It underlines, as does the Comrission in its progratrme
proposal, the obligation of the Associations to make an effective
contribution to the success of JET. It has been informed that,
folLowing Lhe recent advances, ways are being considered to speed up
the construction of JET and preparation for its exploitation phase.
The necessary financial means for doing this have not yet been worked
out in detail and are not included in the programne proposal presented
by the Commission. A part of these funds coul-d be needed from 1981.
The STC reaffirms the advantages of the sliding programtre concept, :
I the abiLity to review pericdical-l-y the objectives and the means,
assuring a continuity in the steering of the prograrme, and the
possibility of taking into account the variations in eeonomic conditions.
I
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OPINION
of the Consuttative Cormittee for Fusion
on the draft Proposal for a five-year Programte 1979-1983
on controLled thermonuclear fusion
========]::::::=::=:::=l::::::=::=::=:::::::=l:1:========
- The CCF has examined the draft proposal for a five-year prograrme
1979-83 presented by the Co'nmission.
The Comittee wishes to emphasize the importance and necessity of
the sLiding progratrme concept.
- The Cormrittee unanirnously agrees that a final decision by the Council
on the progranme is needed rapidl-y (mid 1979 at the latest). The
document presented by the Cosmission represents a good basis for the
generaL part of the five-year prograrme (l).
- The CCF is atrare that, due to recent scientific progress, a proposal 
'is being prepared aimed at speeding up the conetruction of JET and
bringing forward access to the extended performances. It recomends
the Comrission to incl-ude in its progratrme proposal aLl- availabLe
information on this subject, with an estimate of the extra funding
which will be required.
(l) The progranme proposed by the Cormission excluding the realization
and the expLoitation of JET.
J
I
f
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D) FINA}.ICIAL RECORD SHEET
I. FUSION PROGRAMME EXCLTIDING JET
' l. RELEVANT BUDGET HEADTNG : 335t
" 
Z. TITLE OF BuDGET HEADING : ControlLed thermonuclear fusion including
the JET project. This part of the record relates only the fusion
, Progratme excluding JET.
3. LEGAL BASIS : Article 7 of the EAEC Treaty
Council Decision 76/345/Euratom (l) and decision expected
before April 1979.
4. DESCRIPTION, OBJECTM(S), JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT :
4.1 Deseription
The project is designed to continue the research programne in the
f field of controlled thermonuclear fusion and eovers al-l. activitiesin the Member States in this lfield. Sweden and Switzerland are
associated with the prograrme. It reLates in particular to the
study of magnetic and inertial confinement of plasma and of fusion
technology.
4 .2 Obj ective
(a) The short tern objectives of the Progralmle are :
to accumuLate enough knowledge, both in physies and in
technology, to be abl-e to define the post-JET machine(s) during
the five-year pefiod so that construction could starL during
the fol-lowing plan. In particular, the research should
determine the optimum fiel-d and size of the post-JET
machine(s), and al-low an assessment of whether it should produce
tritium and generate electricity. It should also provide
experimental information on the advisabiLity of using super-
conducting or normal coils ;
t (l) o.J. N" L 90 of 3 April 1976.
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- to assess up to what point other rragnetic confinement systems
(Stellarators, reversed field pinch) uay be regarded as real
alternatives to Tokamak ;
- to carry out a minimum progranllle on inertial confinement.
(b) the final aim of this programne is to determine whether energy can be
produced at competitive prices from nucl-ear fusion reactions
between light atomie nuclei and, if so, jointly to construct
prototypes with a view to industrial-scale production and marketing.
4.3 Justification
The problem of energy sources at world level in the long term is far from
being solved. Thermonuclear fusion is one of the very few sources which
night solve this problem or at least make a substantial contribution to
its solution, in a way which would be particularLy beneficial to Europe.
The main reasons for conducting research in this field on a Comrunity
basis are as follows :
- the scale of the human and financial resourees required, which
suggests that such a development could hardly be carried out on
a national basis ;
- the existence of a collective need, connon to all Member States ' 
'
- the long tirne-scale of the effort (extending towards to end of the
century) needed to arrive at the construciton of the reactor I
- in the event of success, the opening-up of a wide Cormnunity maaksg
for the European reactor.
5. OVEMLL FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROJECT FOR THE WIIOLE OF ITS
EXPECTED DUMTION (EUA)
5.0 Implieations in respect of expenditure (period 1979-83)
5.0,0 Costs incurred by :
- The budget of the Conrmunities :
- National administrations and
2t7.000.000 EUA (l)
other sectors at nationat level : 528.000.000 EUA
Total cost : 745.000.000 EUA
(l) The auount of 217.000.000 EUA is brokeri dor^m as follows :
31.463.000 EUA al"ready cornritted from appropriations for the 1976-80
Prograrmle
8.537.000 EUA balance of appropriations 1o1 sormitment t976-80
177.000.000 EUA new funds required for the 1979-83 prograrmem
t
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5.2 Method of calcul-ation
(a) Staff costs
The staff proposed for fhis progralme consists of the following :
t- -- - -----
I
Ii Year
I
. Total
It--
I
t979 rr2 I
I
I
r 980- r 983
I
. lt3 I
I
_-____-_-_t
The calculations take into account the parameters laid down for the
preparation of the prelininary draft budget for the 1979 financial
year. For the period 1980-83, staff costs have been increased by 6 Z
per annum.
(b) Administrative and technical operating expenditurg
I
This covers the costs of travel, missions, experts and the organizatior
of meetings together with the use of adninistrative and technical
support.
(c) Contract expenditure
For the period 1979-83, the cost of carrying out the fusion progralme
in the laboratories associated with the Corununity ie estimated at
736 M EUA, incl-uding Comnission staf f seconded Lo those l-aboratories.
The Comnunity would participate in the financing of this expenditure
at a rate of about 25 7". Thir rate could be increased to approximatel:
45 Z for some operations accorded priority status by the Liaison
Group. Most of this expenditure would have to be cottrmitted at the
start of the new programe for 1979-83.
Costs involved in the mobil-ity of etaff other than Conunission staff
are estimated at 2 M EUA for the period 1979-83.
5.3 Imptications in respect of revenue
Cormnunity taxes on the salaries of Conrmission staff.
t 
- Contribution of this staff to pension scheme.
*
I{
I
-+
I
B
35
35
74
75
I
I
I
It--
I
I
I
I
I
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6, TYPE OF CONTROL TO BE APPLIED
Scientific control : - Steering comnittees set up by association
contracts to be concluded with the national 
.
laboratories.
- Comrittee of Directors set uP by the association e3
contracts.
- Liaison Group recognized by the Council- as an
ACPM (0.J. C 192 of I I August 1972, page l). t
- Consultative Comnittee for Fusion set up by the
;:H:t.n 
pursuanr ro Arricle 135 of rhe Eurarom
Administrative and
Financial Control : - Steering Cormirtees
- Financial Control and Contracts Department of DG XII
of the Couunission.
- Court of Auditors. a
7 . FINAIiICING OF TITE PROJECT
Appropriations to be entered in future budgets (1979-84).
3
$
i
f
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II) JET PROJECT
l. RELEVANT BUDGET HEADING CODE : 3351
1
t 2, TITLE OF BUDGET HEADING : Controlled thermonuclear fusion incLuding
r, the JET Project. This part of the record relates onLy to the JET Project.
3. LEGAL BASIS : Artic1e 7 of the EAXC Treaty'
Council Decision 78/47o/Euratom of 30 May 1978
(0.J. L l5l of 7 June 1978, page 8) and CounciL Decision
expected before April 1979.
4, DEscRrprroN, oBJEcrrvEs AND JUsTrFrcATroN oF THE PRoJEcr :
4.1 Description
Construction, operation and exploitation, as part of the Comnunity fusion
prograrme and for the benefit of the participants therein, of a large
.- torus facility of the Tokamak type and its auxiliary facilities (lointI
European Torus - JET) in order Lo extend the parameter range applicable
t.o controll-ed thermonuclear fusion experiments up to conditions close to
those needed in a thermonuclear reactor.
4.2 Objectives
To obtain and study a plasma in conditions and dimensions approaehing
those needed in a thermonuclear reactor. Four rnain areas of work are
required to achieve this aim :
(i) the scaling of plasma behaviour as parameters approach the
reactor range ;
(ii) the pl"asma-wall interaction in these conditions ;
(iii) the study of plasma heating ;
(iv) the study of and consequen
resultant plasma heating.
i
rf
78. s
4.3 Justification
Execution of the JET Project is an essential stage in the development
of the Comrunity's fusion prograrmre. With regard to the final ain of
this prograrme and its justification, please refer to Part I, Section 4.3
of the record sheet.
5. OVERAIL FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROJECT FOR THE T{IIOLE OF ITS
EXPECTED DUMTION (EUA)
5. I Inplications in respect of expenditure (period 1976-83)
5.1.r Costs incurred by :
The budget of the European Comrunities (80
National administrations and other sectors
national level (20 7")
5.r.2
Total cost : 184 600 000 EUA
This cost has been estimated at constant January 1977 prices.
MultiannuaL timetable
t
{
7">
at
t47 700 000 EUA
36 900 000 EUA
--------1
ItTotal .i
I
I
-------1
I
I
I
I
*
Years
| ------------
I
I comitments 35.2 t47 .7t)(u nua)
38.4
--------l
I
r47.7 !
(M EUA)
5.2 Method of calculation
The cost of the JET Project in the construction phase has been estimated
at 184.6 M EUA at January 1977 prices and at the conversion rate for the
EUA at 3 January 1977 (l EUA = Bfrs 4A.62A7). The appropriations
required to cover the Communityt s partieipation of 80 Z in the financing
of the project amount to 147.7 M EUA.
t976177 /78 1979 r 980
54 .4
32
The sr:m of cornmitments for
and corresponds to the JET
t979- r 983.
1979-1983 amounts to 137.7 MEUA (= 147.7 - 16)
appropriation proposed in the new prograsme
l98l
25.6
32.8
t982
12.8
23.2
r 983
tr.7
(l)
f
2
l.
* 
79'
The amount of 184.6 M EUA does not take into aecount :
(a) Variations in economic conditions since January 1977. It is pointed
out that the JET Project consists essentially of hardware. The JET
Joint Undertaking for the first time is now updating the cost estimatt
for the project. The Cornniseion will inform the budget authority.
(b) The cost of operating the facility during 1983.
(c) The cost of the necessary capital investment for extended performance,
The promising results obtained reeently in Tokarnak installations appei
to justify some speeding up of the prograrme. It is therefore probabl
that much of the expenditure for extended performance wiLl have to be
comnitted during the construction phase. It is understood that this
additional expenditure can be comnitted only on the basis of a new
Council Decision on this prograrme. The preparatory work on the
establishnent of this prograrme has already started.
5.3 Implications in respect of revenue
Cormunity taxes on the salaries of temporary staff .
+ 6. PRoJEcr FTNANCED FRoM :
Appropriations entered in the budgets of the European Comrunities for
1976, 1977 and 1978.
Appropriations to be entered in future budgets.
7. TYPE OF CONTROL TO BE APPLIED
(a) Scientific control : JET Council
Consultative Cornnittee for Fusion
(b) Administrative and
FinanciaL Control : JET Council-
Court of Auditors,
*
